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ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
DIANNA LOUISE PARSONS, MICHAEL HERBERT CRUICKSHANKS, DAVID TULL,
MARTIN HENRY GRIFFEN, ANNA KARDISH, ELSIE KOTYK, Executrix ofthe Estate ofHarry Kotyk,
deceased and ELSIE KOTYK, personally
Plaintiffs
and
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF ONTARIO and
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
Defendants
and
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF SASKATCHEWAN,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND,
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES,
THE GOVERNMENT OF NUNAVUT and THE GOVERNMENT OF THE YUKON TERRITORY
Intervenors

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
Court File No. 98-CV-146405
BETWEEN:
JAMES KREPPNER, BARRY ISAAC, NORMAN LANDRY, as Executor of the Estate of the late
SERGE LANDRY, PETER FELSING, DONALD MILLIGAN, ALLAN GRUHLKE, JIM LOVE and
PAULINE FOURNIER as Executrix of the Estate of the late PIERRE FOURNIER
Plaintiffs
and
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA and
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF ONTARIO
Defendants
and
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF SASKATCHEWAN,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK,
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND,
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES,
THE GOVERNMENT OF NUNAVUT AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE YUKON TERRITORY
Intervenors

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
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This is the 1st Affidavit
of Shelley Woodrich in this case
and was made on 1510ctl2015

No. C965349
Vancouver Registry
In the Supreme Court of British Columbia
Between:

Anita Endean, as representative plaintiff
Plaintiff
and:

The Canadian Red Cross Society
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of
British Columbia, and The Attorney General of Canada
Defendants
and:

Prince George Regional Hospital, Dr. William Galliford,
Dr. Robert Hart Dykes, Dr. Peter Houghton, Dr. John Doe,
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, and
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British
Columbia
Third Parties

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, C. 50
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CANADA
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

SUPERIOR COURT

DISTRICT OF MONTREAL

Class action

NO: 500-06-000016-960

DOMINIQUE HONHON

Plaintiff

-vs-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF QUEBEC
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY

Defendants
-and-

MICHEL SAVONITTO, in the capacity of the Joint
Committee member for the province of Quebec

PETITIONER

-andFONDS D'AIDE AUX RECOURS COLLECTIFS

-andLE CURATEUR PUBLIC DU QUEBEC

Mis-en-cause

CANADA
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

SUPERIOR COURT

DISTRICT OF MONTREAL

Class action

NO: 500-06-000068-987

DAVID PAGE
Plaintiff

-vs-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF QUEBEC
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY

Defendants
-andFONDS D'AIDE AUX RECOURS COLLECTIFS

-andLE CURATEUR PUBLIC DU QUEBEC

Mis-en-cause
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AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY WOODRICH
(affirmed October 16,2015)

I, SHELLEY WOODRICH, of the City of Windsor, in the Province of
Ontario, legal assistant, AFFIRM:

1.

I am employed at Sutts, Strosberg LLP as a file administrator. I am the

person at our office with the primary responsibility for the day to day handling of the
1986-1990 Hepatitis C class action settlement file. I have personal knowledge of the
facts to which I depose in this affidavit, except where I state them to be on information
and belief, and where so stated I believe them to be true.

2.

I am informed by Heather Rumble Peterson that the Joint Committee

sought input from class members and family class members to assist them in identifying
issues to be considered when making recommendations to the Courts on allocation of
actuarially unallocated money and assets to benefit class members and family class
members, based on their experiences living with the Hepatitis C virus ("HCV") and with
family members who are infected with HCV. In this regard, Sutts, Strosberg LLP
received written and oral communications from class members and family class
members.

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

3.

Since August 2015, I have been involved in the receiving, reviewing, and

recording of class member and family class member written submissions (by mail,
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facsimile and email) on the motions to allocate actuarially unallocated money and assets
as well as other written communications.

4.

Subject to the qualifiers I describe at paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 below, up

until the close of business on October 15,2015, Sutts Strosberg LLP received 134
written submissions from class members and family class members. Some of these
submissions were written on behalf of several named family class members.

5.

Attached as exhibit "A" are the written submissions Sutts, Strosberg LLP

received from class members and family class members concerning allocation up to and
including October 15,2015, subject to the qualifiers I've set out at paragraphs 6, 7 and 8
below. These submissions are generally appended in chronological date order except
where more than one submission was received from one person in which case the
submissions from that person have been grouped together and treated as a single
submission.

6.

The submissions attached at exhibit "A" do not include communications

received by Sutts, Strosberg LLP that were purely administrative (eg: change of
address). Nor do they include communications received from a number of people who
wrote with questions pertaining to their own claims and/or benefits where they do not
also provide information, commentary or suggestions that the Joint Committee can use
to inform the recommendations it makes to the Courts on benefits for class members and
family class members.
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7.

To the extent possible, exhibit "A" also excludes those submissions that I

have identified as having been received by the Joint Committee in British Columbia and
Quebec from class members and family class members in those jurisdictions and
additional submissions received by Sutts Strosberg LLP in French that were forwarded
to the office of Mr. Savonitto for consideration and inclusion in his office's affidavit.

8.

Some submissions received by Sutts, Strosberg LLP were also addressed

to Ms. Podrebarac. I have also conferred with Julie Davis at Ms. Podrebarac's office
and reviewed submissions they received and circulated to me in an attempt to exclude
duplication in the Ontario actions between our offices. I expect that some duplication
will nonetheless occur between submissions attached to my affidavit and those attached
by Alan Melamud from Ms. Podrebarac's office.

9.

The submissions appended at exhibit "A" have been redacted to remove

names, postal addresses, email addresses, phone numbers and photos where applicable
to protect the privacy of the class members and family class members.

10.

Sutts, Strosberg LLP also received two letters from organizations whose

membership includes class members. I am advised by Ms. Peterson that those letters are
included in Mr. Melamud's affidavit and as such have not been included here.
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11.

Ms. Peterson has advised me that she attempted to acknowledge all

written communications received at Sutts, Strosberg LLP and advise class members and
family class members when and where the motion materials would be available for them
to review.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS

12.

A number of persons have also contacted Sutts, Strosberg LLP by

telephone with purely administrative changes and/or questions about their own files and
benefits. While these contacts have been recorded, no attempt has been made to compile
them for this affidavit.

13.

Deborah Tocco, a file administrator at our office, and/or Ms. Peterson

have spoken to many such individuals to assist with their individual questions. Ms.
Tocco and Ms. Peterson have advised me that they answered questions to the extent they
were able, provided updated contact information to the Administrator for some of these
callers, advised others to contact the Administrator to clarify their entitlements,
facilitated contact with the Administration for others, and advised class members and
family class members when and where the motion materials would be available for them
to review.
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CONSULTATION SESSIONS

14.

I am advised by Ms. Peterson that Mr. Melamud of Ms. Podrebarac's

office has reported on the Toronto consultation session and webcast she co-hosted with
Ms. Podrebarac in his affidavit sworn in support of this motion.

SHELLEY WOODRICH

THE ATTACHED IS EXHIBIT "A 11 TO THE
AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY WOODRICH AFFIRMED
TH

BEFORE ME THIS 16

DAY OF OCTOBER,

Sonya Robinson
From:

ent:
,0:
Subject:

- DOe - Dec. 12,

Good evening Mr. Strosberg,
I am in receipt of your letter regarding consultations with the Joint Committee in the implementation of the 1986- 1990
Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement. Sincere thanks for allowing us the opportunity to provide feedback. This speaks
volumes about your care and concern for those affected and impacted by the tainted blood scandal and all those who
today continue to feel the impact of contracting Hepatitis C.
My father was one of the class action lawsuit claimants through your office back in 88. He did receive a part of the
settlement and for this we are thankful. My father has had years of medical conditions as a result of the Hepatitis C
infection. Today he is 88 years old - thank God he is still will us - but now as a result of the Hepatitis C infection and
years of carrying this infection he is now battling liver Cancer. As you know there is a direct correlation between the
Hepatitis C infection (Liver) and the possibility of contracting Cancer.
We are now battling another illness.
It is my opinion that these innocent people are rightfully deserved some of the surplus settlement. Their lives have
never been the same. My dad has never been healthy - constantly in and out of hospitals - one issue after another and
now battling Liver Cancer at this age. It is incredibly challenging for someone his age to now have to fight to beat this
illness.
If we are asked for our opinion, my family believes that they are rightfully owed funds for pain and suffering all of these
years since the original settlement. It is our hope that you continue the fight you began on their behalf. We are
extremely thankful for your tenacity and work in the original lawsuit and would hope that you continue to advocate for
',eir rights yet again this time around.
I would be pleased to complete any necessary paperwork or have a discussion by telephone with you in this regard to
answer any further questions that you may have.
I question why did the Government hold back such a large sum of money in this class action lawsuit. It seems that once
again the patients and those suffering from thiS have perhaps been overlooked while millions of dollars in surplus have
been sitting in a bank somewhere collecting interest.
I would welcome your feedback and response.
Sincere thanks again for all you have done on behalf of these claimants. Your work is honorable and we are most
grateful.
Sincerely

"We were born to make manifest the glory of God within us. It is in everyone, and as we let our own light shine, we give
other people permission to do the same". Nelson Mandela
Confidentiality Notice:
This e-mail (and attached material) is intended for the use of the individual to which it is addressed and may not be
distributed, copied or disclosed to other unauthorized persons. This material may contain confidential or personal
information that may be subject to the provisions of the Municipal Freedom of Information and protection of Privacy
Act. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and do not print, copy, distribute or
jisclose it further and delete this message from your computer.

Sonya Robinson
From:
'~ent:

.. 0:
Subject:

~1511:39AM
Hepatitis C class action
Re Surplus

Attn JOINT COMMITTEE,
My opinion is that the surplus be used to extend the benefits past the age of 65 since
many people do not retire at 65.

-

August 6, 2015

-
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SUITS, STROSBERG LLP

Mr. H. Strosberg, Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600 - 251 Goyeau st.
Windsor, ON
N9A6V4

Dear Sir:
Subject: Hepatitis C. Settlement
Surplus
I am in receipt of correspondence requesting input from Class Members and Family Class Members on
the Hepatitis C settlement surplus.
Please accept this submission on behalf of my mother, who is in a long term care facility and for whom I
am Power of Attorney for personal care and finances. Additionally, I have discussed this matter with my
youngest child
who resides in Alberta and has requested that I convey his thoughts to
the Committee.
Simply put it is the opinion of myself and s o n _ that the surplus be divided between the members
of the settlement or their estate at a rate to which the initial payout was made. This means that those
infected, their spouse, children, grandchildren or the estate of these people would receive a portion of
the surplus at the percentage of how they were originally compensated.
It seems to me that the surplus should be used to directly compensate those affected by this tragedy.
My mother's payouts under her chosen option ended years ago. At that time they were helpful in
improving her quality of life and giving her a bit more peace of mind for her financial Situation. Any
additional payout to her would help maintain or improve her current care level within the long term
care facility.

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday. August 06.20157:09 PM
Hepatitis C Class Action
Submission to joint Committee

I would like to see the surplus or at lest part of it used to support my brothers widow for the rest of her life.So I
think the widows of people like my brother should be looked after for the rest of their lives.They are the ones
hurt the most.

1

R. Gary McLister, B.A., LL.B.
BARRISTER AND SOLIClTOR

Suite 400· Westcourt Place
251 Goycau Street
Windsor. Ontario
N9A 6V2

24 HOU<S
Telephone: (519) 258·7975
Facsimile: (519) 977·1158
e-mail -J#l[v.mciister.i:iJ!1ll1ail.cQm

August 7, 2015

[ffi ~~!~Ya~ [OJ
Hancy Strosberg Q.c.
SuUs Strosberg
Barristers & Solicitors
600 - 251 Goycau St.,
Wiondsor, Ontario.
N9A6V4

iJG 062015
SUTTS, STROSBERG lLF

Dear Sir/Madam:
HE:
RE:

etUem.~nt

Agreement (1986 -1990)

The 'Writer represents
a HepC sufferer and member of the class. The form
letter regarding the
was sent to this 'Writer and I contacted
As he did not receive it directly, I expect the Joint Committee does not have
address. It is:

would welcome receipt of additional monies. He still lives with the HepC
effects, now at the age of 70 years. My client does not know, and I cannot tell from the
correspondence, what specifically you are referring to when the letter refers to "areas of
settlement that you feel fall short and how you think the surplus should be used."
Additionally, this writer does not know what interest the federal government has in the fund.
_
believes the surplus ought to be distributed to the class members, the HepC
sufferers like himself. By now the class ought to be fixed, The fund has accumulated for 25
years. It ought to be helping the Hepe sufferers that the fund was set up to help. My client's

·

.
position is that any surplus ought to be distributed equally among members of the class.
Distribution of the surplus to surviving class members and their families of deceased class
members can only assist them. He always felt there ought to be a pension or annuity
program.
In any event your advice is requested. Kindly provide an explanation as to what issues, areas
of settlement, the form letter is addressing. The writer believes more detailed information
would give context.
reserves the right to reconsider and make further
submission if the
requested below changes his view. We await your response.

RGM

From

Sent:
To: Hepatitis C Class Action
Subject: hep c input surplus
My husband contacted hep c through a blood transfusion in 1989. He was forced to live with hep C the rest of
his life. I think the surplus should be divided between the people affected by hep c and their surviving family
members, For everything he and his family went through.
My husband is

date of birth July 10, 1920 " past away Jan 2003 .

Thank You for taking the time to ask for everyone's input.

1

Sonya Robinson
From:
'ent:

.0: .
Subject:

Hepatitis C Class Action
HEPC Input - Northern Ireland

Dear Mr Strosberg,
I represent two of what J presume are "family class" members whom your firm have recently written to in _ _
concerning the HEPC Class action. I have been appointed because of the death of the previous lead co~t
I am not as well informed regarding the subject matter but do have an outline of it a/l from when you were in prior contact.
My family's involvement is through my uncle _ _ _ _ who emigrated from Portadown to
in the late 50's. You had
been de~rviving uncle~
He passed away in April 2011 and is surv~hter
son
preae(:ea:sea him. His obituary can be found here.
member of t h e _ sibship: she is
(please note that the :::,,1t1rQ~:!,: you
your records that she was previously married to
I am the third son of that union.
I realise that you may require a more in depth scrutiny of my identity but am in the position to provide whatever you may
need, not only though my own efforts but also those of my mother and cousin. In the interim I can only ask questions and
trust you will provide the answers to both parties, in addition t~he other three cousins currently resident in
the UK whose parents are deceased. That is, the children of _ _ and _ _ _ (nee
_ ) . Should you find you have difficulties I am happy to act as intermedia~ have direct
. 'ontact with them.
I am given to understand that the matter at hand is that my Uncle _ _ was given contaminated blood which led
to his premature death; that he was one of an unspecified numbe~n Canada who were affected this way.
Your law firm took a class action on behalf of my uncle's union and were successful in your prosecution of the guilty
party. This led to the establishment of a fund which provided compensation to those who were affected and survived and
to the relatives of those who didn't.
Upon examination of the Phase 2 Sufficiency Schedule document which you have provided to both my mother and cousin
it would appear there are surplus funds which you, as trustees, wish to disseminate and you are seeking suggestions from
survivors and relatives as to how this should take place. Therefore let it be known that the two people I represent feel
they are too distant from the effects of the tragedy to become involved or make suggestions as to the dispersal of funds.
They are beneficiaries only because o f _ death but as he hadn't returned to his homelands for forty (plus) years the
impact was somewhat reduced, especiaT!Y9iven that only my mother now remembers him in person
Therefore there is no input from those members of the extended ~ family whom I represent. We would however
appreciate you acknowledging the cha~umstances partic~my mother is now in her 83rd year, suffering
from age·related illness and my cousin_ has suffered ill health to the point where she is having difficulty conducting
her own affairs.

1

Sonya Robinson

From:
~ent:

.0:
Subject:

Action
Hepatitis C Settlement Surplus

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am one of the Family Class members who recently received a letter regarding the surplus in the
1986 to 1990 Hep C Settlement trust fund. I wanted to let you know that my mother, who is also a
Family Class member, did not receive this letter. She moved since receiving the initial settlement
amount a number of years ago, and I am wondering if that is why she did not get the letter in the mail.
Here is her current contact information:

Her previous address was
If you have any questions or require any further information, please don't hesitate to contact me. I
would also like to add that I feel the surplus should be divided in its entirety and allocated to both the
Class and Family class members.
..,dincerely,

1

Sonya Robinson

From:
~ent:

.0:
Subject:

My name is

lass Action
Hep C Jan1/86 to July 1/90 The Late

and I am the widow of the late

I am in receipt of the most recent notification Jetter concerning a surplus of funds held in trust for those surivors
of the tainted Hep C blood transfusions as governed and distributed by The Canadian Red Cross.

It has been 18 long, lonely years since m y . died. How I do miss my husband and this letter has only
refreshed my memories of what was and my hopes for what could have been.
The irony of this sad situation is that my beloved husband survived the enemies and the horrid conditions he
fought in during WWII, only to be felled by an enemy no one could ever have imagined was coming on our
home soil and that was the lack of integrety and due diligence by the Canadian Red Cross.
This should never have happened and all the money in the world can not compensate us survivors of this gross
case of misconduct! Hep C detection tests were long in use before this tragedy happened which makes this
situation even more intolerable.
In my opinion, and as a long suffering survivor of this tragic situation, I feel that the surplus of funds should be
istributed equally amongst an of the immediate survivors who have lost their family members due to the
tainted blood. If these people desire to use the funds to set up grants in their deceased loved one's name, or use
it to assist in their daily lives, it is THEIR decision.
Further, the notice says the funds may be held in a trust fund, but my question is for whom is this trust fund
being set up for? Again, it is those survivors living now who should be given the surplus funds as we are the
ones who have suffered the most damage. I thank you for your attention herein. Should you wish to discuss
this matter further. please do not hesitate to contact me by return e-mail. If you wish to submit my comments to
the court. you may do so with my permission.
Yours truly,

Spouse of the Late

1

Sonya Robinson

From:
<;ent:

'"

0:

Subject:

Action
RE: Attendance of August 26th Hamilton Meeting

First and foremost, they should be considering dispersing the overages to class action members themselves?
Let's not forget, that an initial award given to HIV infection class action members, was revoked from class
action members who agreed to receive the Hep C class action award. I feel that this "reneged" reward should be
reimbursed to every individual who it was revoked from. After all, they were two individual and separate claims
with two individual and separate rewards for two very different and separate diseases. Just because they were
tragically inflicted upon the same unfortunate individuals by the same offenders, doesn't mean that the awards
should be considered one in the same. I often equate it to someone walking down the sidewalk when suddenly,
a drunk driver comes along in their car, jumps the sidewalk, hitting the pedestrian and injuring them causing
them to be paralyzed for life. A court of law orders the drunken driver to award the now paralyzed person
compensation for their error. Imagine if a year later, the same unfortunate individual is travelling down the
same sidewalk, only this time in a wheelchair, when along comes the same drunk driver, driving a different car,
jumps the sidewalk and crashes into the person in the wheelchair. This time, unfortunately taking their life. How
unbelievable it would be if the beneficiaries we're told they had to give back the initial award for the previous
injustice before being awarded a settlement for injury causing death. The two instances were different requiring
two different charges and two different awards. Unfortunately, the Hep C class action judgement, forced anyone
making a claim to pay back the award for the initial) HIV claim that 'paralyzed' the individual upon the first
impact. Apperently, the award was given for the initial impact and had to be paid back from any HepC
compensation since the individual had now been killed by the same person in a different car! What sense does
'hat make?!
In any case, the excess funds should be divided amongst all eligible class action members with compensation
payment weighted more heavily towards claimants where the infected individual is now deceased as a result of
infection. It would then be the chosen right of each class action member individual to determine what they
choose to di individually with their portion of the disbursement.
Thank you.

1

From:

Sent:

Mnnlrlav

To: Hepatitis C Class ActiOn
Subject: Attendance of August 26th Hamilton Meeting

Please note that I WILL BE attending the August 26th HepC Meeting in Hamilton.

Thank you.

c:

2

Sonya Robinson
From:
<\ent:

;0:
Subject:

Action
Surplus Funds I Hepatitis C

I just received you letter on the Hepatitis C Settlement, in which you have asked for input on the surplus of
funds. I wou Id like to suggest to the Joint Committee l that a 75% portion of the trust fund should be passed
along to the surviving, direct family members.
Thanks for the opportunity to give my input.

Sent from Windows Mail

1

Sonya Robinson
From:·

•

"ent:
,,,:

Subject:

Action
Re: Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement

and his sibling was
case
events regardind this Hepatitis CSettlement
Thank You

From:
Sent:
97, 291
To: Hepatitis C Class Action
Subject: Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement
I am writing this on behalf of his

(He is not a computer person)

s~

III only had 1 sibling and that was II1II.

I received the letter the other day about the Joint Committee wanting to hear from Class
Members or Family
My brother-in-law
passed away Feb 26 1993.
He was only 59 a
way
young
e Hepatitis C infection. I think the money
should be disturbed amongst the Class Members and Family Class Members.
suffered a great deal with this and was hospitalized many times. We still miss him
very much. His claim #is 15727 Please keep me informed of what is going on with this. I in
turn will be keeping an eye on the consultation sessions on the computer

II1II

1

Mr. Harvey Strosberg
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A6V4

Dear Mr. Stroyberg,

August 10·2015

~~~~;~l~'OJ
SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP

A few days ago I received a Private letter from Ottawa. At first I was wondering
what to do with it. But after reading it what they wanted to do I decided to for
ward my opinion as well.

--"

Some years ago I found out that I had Hepatitis C (May-2003). I received a blood
transfusion in January of 1988. So as you can see I have been walking around
with this bad blood for 15 years without knowing it. Throughout these years I
suffered various problems. Even today after my operation my problems are not
over yet. So with this in mind I am sure I am not the only one that has been suf·
fering various problems through these years.
If I take every thing into account what I when through it would be nice if what
ever ever is left should be equally be divided among every body that put in an
application and was able to proof that he or she had in fact Hepatitis C. And I
assume the money also should be equally be divided for how long they have
been suffering. Common sense should also tell us that those who received Hepa
titis C 20 years ago should receive more than those that received it only 5 years
ago. I also assume that you also will take all the people into consideration
that have died as well. Sincerely yours.

.".
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Sonya Robinson
From:
"".nt:
.0:

Subject:

Hepatitis C
Action
#2142 - Hep C Settlement

Hello,
If you receive this email and it identifies me in any way other than my claimant number please delete, also
please delete the previous email that I had sent, as it has my name on it.
I have given the surplus a lot of thought, and the questions that you have given back to me have made my
decision harder to make. First of alii thought it should be divided up equally, as it would be very complicated
to divide as there are so many factors that could be given consideration.
I have no idea how many class members there are, and I also had no idea that there is a level of disease where
the virus isn't even in the blood! So I think the surplus should be given to the class members, with
the amounts being divided amongst the different levels of the disease, with the highest levels receiving the
most. Having said that, please keep in mind that these people are already being looked after, and the level 3
and level 4 disease levels should also be entitled to the surplus.
Sent from Windows Mail
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From:

sent:
To: Hepatitis C Class Action
Subject: Re: 1986-1990 Hep C Settlement
Hi,
So sorry about not understanding about the surplus, I do have a few additional comments.
You must confirm that these emails will be kept confidential, and my name will not come up in any public
hearings. This is very important to me. If you are unable to keep these confidential, please disregard the first
email and this one as well. This is something that I have kept from my family and friends, and the only other
person that knows is my husband.
The question that you came back with is a hard one to answer. If its decided that the surplus payments would
be divided, based on different factors, I think it would become very complicated and hard to distribute. For
example, there is a new drug out now to treat the disease, Harvoni, so many of us are on the drug right now.
If taken properly, there is a very good cure rate. But what about if the individual isn't responsible to take the
prescribed dosage every day? Or decides to quit the therapy half way through? Would it be fair to pay that
individual and not pay the ones that have taken the drug responsibly? Would it be fair to pay the ones that
haven't had a good lifestyle, maybe alcohol or drug related, and there disease worsens? There are so many

different scenarios on why I think that it would be very hard to divide according to different factors. That is
,why I think the surplus should be divided equally among the class members.
-0 the best of my understanding the class members will still receive what they are entitled to according to
, .:heir disease level, and will still be taken care of. But the surplus is something that should be distributed
equally, as we have all suffered from this disease. To try and figure out a way to pay the surplus to the class
members based on different factors, in my opinion would take years to figure out.

Sent from Windows Mail
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From,
Sent:

•To: Harvey T. Strosberg Q.C.
C;ubject: 1986-1990 Hep C Settlement
Hello,
In regards to the email that was sent to the class members, I would like to share my thoughts on the surplus of
funds that has been announced.
I feel that the surplus should be shared amongst the class members, and the Settlement be closed. Its 25 years
old now, and I think its time to share the funds that are remaining and end the settlement. I understand that
there could be costs in the future, that would be up to each individual to allow for some of the funds paid out
to cover the costs.
I think we all have been through a lot over the past years, if not physically, then definitely mentally, as this has
always been a difficult thing to live with for a number of reasons. There may be circumstances where illness
may occur in the future and this virus would potentially limit the treatment or drugs that would be required.
For these types of circumstances the settlement would not be responsible. For some of us that haven't been
healthy, it might give us a chance to retire a little sooner or live a better quality of life. Otherwise how long
will the money be kept? Long enough so that no one who has gone through this will be around to benefit from
it?
I don't mean to sound greedy or selfish, I am just trying to be honest on how I feel the surplus should be
handled.
Best Regards,

#2142
Sent from Windows Mail
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Sonya Robinson

From:
-"tent:
0:

'Subject:

Hepatitis C
Action
1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement

This Letter is to confirm how Id like my surplus should be used.
My name is
and Ive contracted Hep.C through a blood transfusion when I was 14 years
old during my first open heart surgery. Since then Ive been doing well until I reached the age of 22 that is
when I actually found out I had Hep.C I was in the hospital for 3 months getting tests done that is when they
told me I had Hep.C. I've gotten compensation a few times I was told I'm at a level 4 they gave me a liver
biopsy but I was not compensated for it. Since then my liver has been bothering me alot my kidneys as weill
cannot get pain killers because of my blood thinners. But to answer your question about how id like the
settlement to paid my opinion is that id like to paid in one lump sum. I will be the one to make the
arrangements for trust funds myself because I need funds at the moment and I also provide payments to my
kids mothers every month. I also need a home as of right now I have no home and I am almost bank ruped so
this money would be spent very well also I will be setting up accounts for my family members as well.
I thank you for taking the time to read my letter Yours Truely
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Mr. Harvey Strosberg Q.C.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Onto N9A6V4

Email:hepc@strosbergco.ca

I am writing concerning the letters we received regarding the 
1986 - 1990 Hepatitis C. Settlement. We received 5 letters, 2
to

1 to

and 1 to

and 1 letter to the

names are my wife 
Estate of

- both

our son address to

We had 2 sons who died from H.I.V. and Hepatitis C.
(single) died in 1992 and

in 1997. (18 years ago today)

He was married to

I believe we have

met back in the late 1980's -1996 as you were working for us
on the Family Class Action at that time.
We did not realize that there was a continuing Trust Fund set
up. It is also hard to believe that there is a surplus of about
$240 million. We agree with the Joint Committee to the Courts
that the surplus should be allocated in favour of the Class
Members and the Family Class Members providing that a
portion of the surplus be left in the Trust Fund.
The question I have to ask, are we involved in the Estate of
or just

? Did

wife

also receive

notification of the Hepatitis C surplus or is this private?

·,
You can email us a

or phone us at

if you can answer the above concerns or if you
want any more information.
Please reply if you receive this email
Thanking you in advance,
Sincerely yours 

1326336
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suns, STROSBERG LLP

August 12, 2015
Harvey Strosberg Q.c.
SUUS Strosberg llP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A6V4
Email: hepc@strosbercco.com
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SUTTS, STROSBERG LlP

RE: Surplus funds in Trust Fund - _ 1 0 0 0 6 9 1
Dear Mr. Strosberg,
I went on treatment so I may better my liver enzymes to have a longer life. It took me over 3
years to get on my feet after treatment concluded In Jan 2002. Yes, I was compensated at level
3 and my expenses covered, It will be 29 years since I received the blood transfusions infecting
me with Hep Cin September at the birth of my son.
I really feel that the compensation fell short when I ended treatment, I was not able to go back
to work for 10 months. Compensation should have continued until my return to work.
My family ( and I had young kids at the time) supported me mentally and physically for the 3
years as I recovered, they watched me go through major depression, various health Issues and
stress of rebuilding myself. To this day, symptoms occur that can only be concluded as a side
effect to the Rebetron treatment.
If the surplus is granted and Is to be distributed to Class members and family, I would like it to
be considered that more funds be granted to the lower levels 1, 2 and 3 compensation
recipients. Hep C will not be cured 100% and I took the opportunity to take the Rebetron
treatment and its side effects and I have to identify the fact that I am a carrier of Hep Cat any
medical appointment, surgery, etc., It will always live with me. The decIsions made at the time
to purchase this blood should not be taken for granted and the Infected members should be
compensated to the fullest amount possible.
I am attaching a letter that I sent to the Board in Oct 2002 and again in 2003 for review.
Thanking you for your time and support In this matter. Good luck at the hearing.

-I

January 29.2003

Claim #1000691
Dear Sir:

I submitted a letter in October 2002 reprd.iDs review for infected pe:r5(mS
ofHep-C. As mentioned in my letter (copy attached). the side effects I was left
with after going on Rebetron treatment, I was asking ifthere would be any
compensation for this.
I was hoping for some confirmation that yes my letter was received, will it
be reviewed, or is there no answer to this inquity.
I am anxiously waiting for a reply.
Thank you,

•

Claim # 1000691

I am writing in regards to my beins a Hep-C infected patient from a Blood
Transfusion received September 23. 1986.
I have completed a 12 month treatment program ofcombination drug Rebetron
(Jan 20(H·January 20(2). This medication has left me with many side effects.
1) I finished the treatment on January 4,2002. I had worked during the 12 months
of treat:meDt. After completing treatmeDt, I bec:ome very stressed out, tired and
suffered major depression and could DO lonpr work. The last day I wmked. was
January 16,2002. I returned to work on Tuesday, Oetober 1,2002 after many
months of colmSeling and rest to rebuild my health.

2) My blood work showed changes in my thyroid. I saw a specialist in September
2001, he concluded with the Rebetron treatment it was atfecting the thyroid and to
wait until after treatment was completed. if any cbanges would occur. My thyroid
count has constantly changed and after 10 months, the counts are still increasing
which means I now have to go on medication for my hyper-active thyroid.
I went on treatment so I may better my liver enzymes to have a longer life. I
cannot believe that there is no continued compensation to infected persons who
are willing to go through such a terrible treatment and be left with more medical
conditions after the concluding coverage for while on treatment compensation.
I truly feel it is important that the Compensation Board ofHep C review this
treatment, its side effi::c:rts and compensate the infected persons during the recovery
period and for continued financial compensation for the side effects left., that need
to be medically cared for the reminder of life.

I thank you for your assistance and I hope that this may be reviewed as
soon as possible.
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To:

Harvey Strosberg
Sutts Strosberg lLP
600-251 Goyeau St.,
Windsor, ON N9A 6V4

Re:

Trust Fund Surplus.

Please be advised that I would like all of the Trust Fund Surplus be allocated in favor of Class
Members and Family Class Members as opposed to keeping it in the Trust Fund.
What is the value of creating another level of beaurocracy to deplete benefits which all Class
Members, regardless of their financial situation are entitled to.
The psychological and physical damage caused by this dilemma should be compensated as long
as possible, and in some way the Surplus would help by using these funds to ease our
predicament.
Thank for looking into this matter for all of us.

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

AM
Hepatitis C Class Action
submission joint committe members

Aug.12/1S

Dear Joint Committee Members:
On behalf of my brother
March 15 1953-March 20 2011 who passed
away far to soon as a result of blood he received from the Canadian red cross. _always felt the
trust fund that was being withheld should have been given to the unfortunate people like himself that
had to live with as he called it a time bomb .. My brother went from livng a gainful healthy life, to living
on disability, and dying a terrible death.
I witl not be attending any of the upcoming consultation sessions, although if my thoughts were to be
any kind of help to the unfortunate people living Hep, c I would suggest the trust fund be given to the
victims and their families, was that not the original intent of this surplus???????
Thank-you

1

To: The Hep C 86-90 Joint Committee
Re: Input on Allocation of Surplus Funds
August 13. 2015
Many thanks for asking class members for our input on the proposed allocation of the
surplus of funds relating to areas of the settlement that fall short for us.
I appreciate this opportunity to share some of my story, so the human side of Hep C has
a voice and a face. In 2001. at age 52 I suddenly lost 40 Ibs. in a short three-month time
period and was so ill and weak, that I could no longer even walk up a flight of stairs.
Finally, I was diagnosed with Hepatitis C. as it turned out. from a blood transfusion I had
received in 1986. In so many ways, my life was about to change.
I'd been self-employed for many years before this and yet here I was barely able to
make it through a day and most days unable to even leave my house. I certainly
couldn't work, as I was too weak and malnourished. I was a single mother and had my
daughter and elderly mother to be concerned about as well. Things appeared bleak,
however, on the suggestion of my doctor, I applied for the Loss of Income supplement
through the Hep C 1986~90 settlement and set out to find ways to improve my health.
I truly believe it is because of the Loss of Income supplement I've received, that I have
been able to regain my health to the level it is now. It offered security as I navigated
through unknown health territory. It has taken over a decade plus, however, I am now
living my life by contributing to others through my writing and by sharing my life
experiences.
My liver specialist has been incredibly supportive and recently~ery big
compliment when he said, "I don't have any patients like you, _
You are
very disciplined about your health", He was exceedingly pleased with how weill
continue to do despite the dire prognosis I had been given almost 14 years before.
Because I am now 65. my Loss of Income supplement has come to an end. and a very
meager loss of services supplement is the only thing available in its place. As well as I
am doing, I still have days of extreme tiredness and fatigue, and of course I still suffer
from the illness, as Hep C remains with me for life. Although I feel fortunate to be doing
as well as I am, I am still dependent on the Loss of Income supplement that has now
been cut off and do not know how I will support myself without it.
This dramatic decrease in my yearly support, is already taking its toll on my health. The
stress of not knowing how I will support myself and my health in the long term, has me
lying awake at night unable to sleep.

Although I understand and acknowledge that the settlement agreement was created
when mandatory retirement at age 65 was law, this is no longer the case, and it is not
uncommon in the greater population of the world, that more often than not, people work
long past the age of 65. Mostly out of necessity. This is just the nature of the world we
live in today.

I am writing this not only on my behalf, but also for all other claimants who may be in a
similar position that I find myself, cut off from the financial foundation and support at an
age and time in our lives when we need it more than ever!
My request for the Joint Committee is to consider allocating surplus funds for essential
long-term Loss of Income support past the age of 65, for life, for myself, and all of us
who are considered success stories and are still here, despite the odds stacked against
us.
Many thanks for your support and consideration.
Sincerely,

Sonya Robinson
From:
..c;ent:

,...:0:
Subject:

Hepatitis C Class Action
Class action member

Helio,

My name is
and I am 'writing for my input of the class action lawsuit for the hep C class
action. In I
was
when my mother was pregnant with me and had a blood transfusion with the
tainted blood. I have lived with this illness my entire life and it has caused on and off depression. I am finally
now cured and think that 100% of this surplus money should come to us, the class action members as we are the
ones 100% having this effect our lives for someone else's mistakes.

1

RECEIVED
AUG 172015

$I

4' SA.<

November 11, 2013

ror

Class Action Counsel
Ontario
Harvey T. StmSDefg, Q.C.
$utts Strosberg LLP
Hep-c@strosb~rgco, com

Pax:

866~31'·S308

RI:CEIVED
AUG 172015

De&r Mr. Strosberg:

I am the slStU
who contracted Hepatitis C, through a blood
transfusion. _has since passed away, but his wlf.,
did submit II claim for
compenAtlon, Claim Number 1000853. _
came to me on April 12 2012 to
Inform me that I would be able to submit a claim 8S a family member.
h~d

iiiii

also learned of this <:181m late but hi' since been ('!ompenlated. At the t~
had suffefee from encephalitis and wa$ very sick frem this. I feel that this mlybe
contributed to the fact that her claim WIiiS late, and bec:ause of this family tllembertii
wire late In being told of the fact that thilY could submit it til.'m for compens.tlon.

Once I was notlfled, April 12/12, that we were entitled to make a claim I contacted
the eI'll'I'l& cantr, In Ottawa Immediately, which they then seflt out ~ form for me to
fill out and submIt baek to them, which was sent bitt to Ottawa, on April 18, 2012,

to The 1,906..1990 Hel'atltls C Claims Centre, P.O. Box 2310, SUitlon 0, Ottawa,
Ont.flo, 1(1P SWS.

I was very close to my brother. and feel that I should be compensated as well.
I trust that this wUl answer the Nason why I should be antltled to u late claim and
compensation.
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Sonya Robinson
"From:

,ent:

,;0:

Cc:
Subject:

Harvey Strosberg Q.C.
Sutts Strosberg LlP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor Ontario N9A 6V4
2015 08 17

Dear Sir

J

This submission is a response to the request for input re Hepatitis C and its impact
upon our family.
Hepatitis C destroyed our family.
My brother,
contracted Hepatitis C and died a slow, confusing and
terrifying
advocate for himself due to the overwhelming nature of his
situation and this itself was a major element of his deterioration.
He owned and operated a family business established by his grandfather in
1937 and nurtured by his father during his lifetime. When it fell to him to operate this
usiness he did so with pride and enthusiasm. Due to the onslaught of Hepatitis C and his
ever diminishing physical and emotional state the business suffered and eventually had to be
closed. That final admission of defeat preceded his death!
HepatitiS C not only led to his death it also impacted his family on a daily basis.
Addressing his medical needs became the focus of his immediate and extended family. There
were constant and overwhelming duties that had to be addressed - supporting his financial
needs, assisting with all household needs and duties, providing transportation, providing
emotional support. His mother in her eighties was totally engaged everyday with his care. She
took him into her home to provide for him as she suffered from health issues herself. Due in
large part to the stress placed upon her she also died while providing care for him in her
home. Immediately after her death, literally within hours, we assumed responsibility for
providing 24 hour care for him. This was overwhelmingly difficult for him as he was a very
proud person and felt great humiliation with requiring this assistance. It was also very very
difficult for us as we live 75 km away and spent the last few years of his life constantly on
the road to serve his needs.
As an awful aside to this terrible situation and while my brother was undergoing this
nightmare he was aware of the death of his cousin also as a result of Hepatitis C .
This snapshot herein provided represents a rather cold assessment in a very few words of a
situation that no family should ever have to experience!
Emotional, physical and financial ruin.

1

Sonya Robinson
From:
Sent:

to:
Cc:
Subject:



~

Hello Mr Strosberg
The request for my input concerning the 1986 - 1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement has come to
me here in Switzerland.
In my opinion, after 30 years, a moratorium is in order. When the search for all the victims has been
completed, all the surplus must be distributed to Family Class Members only (with the understanding
that Class Members are not directly affected by this tragedy) putting an end to this Class Action that
brings up the pain of loss over and over.
Thank you for requesting my opinion
I miss my dad along with the people he helped all his life

1
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SUITS, STROSBERG LLP .

Sonya Robinson
From:

Sent:
To;
Subject:

Helio,
I have taken much needed time to absorb last Wednesday's Joint Committee session in Vancouver.
It was very informative and satisfying to be a part of the proceedings as I have not before had an opportunity
to share my Impact Statement or lend my experience to the table, as of yet. It was good to be in the room!
This is something I am passionate about, as I feel the Joint Committee and the entire proceedings have not yet
considered the impact and stress on the family unit, being infected with this virus incurs!
I liken it to an projectile explosive device hurled into the middle of the family unit, and it goes off! BOOM I
In spite of my best efforts as a devoted single parent, ( it was a miracle I had children at all) I couldn't keep us
together when my health fell apart. The stresses over 17 years as the virus got more aggressive, a failed
treatment, and my little family just couldn't remain intact! Then the damn sprouted a leak this past winter, I
almost bled out from varice rupture and I became septic with infected ascities .. .1 was in liver failure and was
assessed for transplantationl My kids couldn't take itl
My eldest found the first boy that came along and married himl I haven't seen or heard from her Since her
wedding May 1, 201S! My youngest latched herself onto another family and doesn't communicate with me
lnymore. Her mental health so fragile, she has 3 counselling sessions a week! From what I hear, my eldest
also has developed agoraphobia on top of her anxiety disorder and depression! She can't even leave her own
apartment as a 24 year old adult!
This virus has cost me EVERYTHINGI I am ill, at the end of life, isolated, don't have a relationship with my own
kids because they can no longer look death in the face, even if it is their own Mother's face! Their mental
health has SUFFERED and is still suffering to the point my youngest when approached to consider writing her
own impact statement, she ended up in mental health crisis! My oldest didn't even respond via email when
asked to do the same.
WE REQUIRE WRAP AROUND SERVICES BEFORE ONE OF MY DAUGHTERS ATTEMPTS SUICIDE AGAIN!!!!
WE REQUIRE SERVICES I AM TOO FRAGILE TO FIGHT FOR AT THIS JUNCTUREI
Having to endure PTSD medical triggers and the demise of my little family is THE biggest challenge of my life,
the deepest soul pain, soul hurt, LOSS' have ever had to endure in this life!
This is a deeper soul hurt than the loss of the cornerstone to my foundation, my own Mother, 23 years ago I
The loss of my health at 17, facing cancer torture, dying during treatment, being brought back to be infected
with Hep C, to actually landing a job before being diagnosed with cancer for the 4th time and then getting
fired from that job because I had cancer, won precedent in Canada in a human rights case, then to be told I
had a miracle pregnancy, then being left at the side of the road because I wasn't supposed to be able to get
pregnant, I'd had cancer!... I have survived being the only survivor of a multiple birth, a traumatic head injury
7fter being bucked off a horse and smashing my head on a rock at 8 years old, , surviving being sexually
molested from really little to 15, by a family "friend", surviving a traumatic metastatic cancer treatment, dying
during that time, an entire lifetime of illness, infected blood and the discrimination associated with tainted
1

blood! (~o one has opened that can of worms yet.) I have had to live a secret life to protect my family from
the stigma of having a live virus in my blood that is not only killing me but can also kill anyone who comes
into contact with it! This is a very heavy burden to carry when I am a victim in this! There was nothing in my
life style that I did to be infected by this virus! I was an unfortunate who developed an horrific metastatic
cancer that almost took my life! I was an innocent and my life has not been the potential of what it could have
been if I had not been infected with this insidious virus! A point to note, I have for the past 10 years been a
public speaker for the Terry Fox Foundation at the various local annual events. I have been fortunate enough
to be able to inspire kids with my cancer story as my 3rd treatment was from the funds the Terry Fox
Foundation had generated for cancer research.
Every day I have to endure the loss of my children in my life, is more than I can manage! I WANT, NO, I MUST
BE HEARD IN THIS!
Medical compensation is one thing, koodos! To make this right, respectfully, it is MORE than fair for the Joint
Committee to encompass All that the infected person loses through the Hep C transmission not just the
health aspect!
If I understand correctly, from the Joint Committee session meeting, that I might also, still be able to make a
claim for 'loss of Income'. Infected at 19, suffering from PTSD, I had not the chance or opportunity to
establish 'Income earning potential' as I was infected before I'd had the chance to establish that earning
potential. If this is what permits me to make an additional claim, I would like the opportunity to do so. Can
you please inform me on how to do that.
Although my life's challenges have been almost impossible to over come, my don't you ever quit character
trait has seen me through it all, and will continue to do so! I am compiling my experiences, this year, right
away actually, as I will be writing my autobiography... My life story will become book form, who knows where
from there ...
My earning potential as a Canadian citizen has not ever had an opportunity to be fulfilled.
It is my sincerest desire to rectify that before this virus claims me!
I look forward to future communication and information from you in this matter.
Sincerely,
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Sonya Robinson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mr.Strosberg Q.c.

I have been more fortunate than many with regards to this insidious disease. It cost me a year of work while on
a drug trial ofInterferon and Ribravirin. It contributed to my marriage break up. It was the reason why I had to
leave work early. I was a school Principal and I loved my job ...
I sincerely believe that the fund surplus should be allocated to all the Class Members. It may compensate for all
the suffering that has gone on that is not measured by the Settlement Steps. An equitable settlement of the
surplus is justified. Apart from Members who have passed on, the hardships and suffering inflicted by this
disease are unique to each individuaL This cannot be measured nor should it be to establish a payout scale of the
Surplus.
In conclusion. I would like to summarize my position. The Surplus should be given to all class members. The
Surplus should be allocated on an equitable basis.
I would also like to thank you Mr. Strosberg for your many years of support and professional diligence.
Sincerely

1

--...

-------------------------------------.~-~"--"--

Sonya Robinson
From:
~ent:

.0:

Subject:

Hepatitis C
Action
Surplus-Hepatitis C Settlement

I have received your letter regarding Hepatitis C Settlement were you ask for input on the short fall and
surplus. My suggestion to the Committee would be 75-80% of the trust fund be passed onto the surviving
direct family members.
Thank you for the opportunity to give my input.
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SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP

Joint Committee
Hepatitis C.• Class Action 1986-1990
Attn. Mr. Harvey Strosberg Q. c.

Dear Sir,
I lost my father in 2004 to liver cancer brought on by the Hepatitis C. he contracted during a
heart su:rxery. He left a wife. two other children and six grandchildren.
The victim. or the surviving spouse. the children and the grandchlldren--these are the people

to whom this surplus should be allocated in each class member family.

Recently. my mother had to sell her house because she found it increasingly difficult to afford
ib upkeep when she was cut off from the yearly Loss of Services in the Home compensation she
had been receiving.
As well. on his death. his surviving sisters also received a one-time compensation - I found that

amount (I believe $5.000) to be grossly disproportionate to the compensation received by the
grandchildren (I believe $500).
'This surplus presents itself as an opportunity to assist those cbJest to the victim and who

suffered or continue to suffer the greatest loss.

~I

1328202

Joint Committee Member
Harvey Strosberg O.C.
re: hepc surplus fund
I am writing in response to the request for input on the surplus funds. I received tainted
blood in 1988 while giving birth and feel obligated that my voice be heard. The recent death
of Diane Parsons Forsyth, a woman who fought so hard for all the members, emphasizes
that right.
THE MONEY BELONGS TO US AND OUR FAMILIES! Over the past 27 years I have not
only dealt with the constant fear of my own body's vulnerability but also with the pain of
being found out. When my boy was young I didn't want to subject him to misunderstanding
parents. teachers and children discovering that I had HeV. I stopped volunteering when they
made it mandatory to sign an affidavit declaring you were free of any communicable disease.
My doctor informed me that I could never return to my previous workplace, which
was, ironically the Canadian Red Cross, where I worked as a clinical assistant. My family was
completely dismantled. My husband took on the onerous position of being sole wage earner
and my fear of somehow transmitting the virus to my family haunts me . For the constant
shame, change and fear I was awarded $32000. As I age and worry about the future it is my
opinion that any surplus funds belong to the class action members and their families. After
all, a surplus could only exist. by virtue of the fact ,because the members so conscientiously
refused to abuse the system.
BUT IT IS OUR MONEY- OUR LlVESWith great regard,
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suns, STROSBERG LLP

August 18, 2015
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suns, STROSBERG LLP
To Whom It May Concern,

Hepatitis C Compensation of blood products between Jan 1, 1986 and July 1, 1990

I received your notice that the Joint Committee requests my input for the disbursement of
the surplus funds. I feel that due to the loss of family that the funds should be disbursed
to family members.
The funds were dispersed once the Canadian blood service was found at fault with the
class ~ction suit, due to inflation and the economy the surplus should be divided among
families of loved one who became ill and or deceased.

August 18, 2015 .

SUITS, STRCSBERG lLP

To Whom It May Concern,

Re:
Hepatitis C Compensation of blood products between Jan 1, 1986 and July 1, 1990

I received your notice that the Joint Committee requests my input for the disbursement of
the surplus funds. I feel that due to the loss of family that the funds should be disbursed
to family members.
The funds were dispersed once the Canadian blood service was found at fault with the
class action suit, due to inflation and the economy the surplus should be divided among
families of loved one who became ill and or deceased.
Sincerely,

AUG 25 2815.
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JOINT COMMITTEE MEMBER

HARVEY STROSBERG Q.C.

Sutts Strosberg LLP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A6V4
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SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP

Dear Mr. Strosberg,
I am writing to you as a Family Class Member, in regards to my opinion of what I beHeve should

happen with the surplus money of the 1986 - 1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Trust Fund.
I feel strongly that only the surviving children, and the spouse that was the caretaker of the deceased
members should benefit from this surplus. I do not wish to see extended family members benefit.
In the case of the deceased member having no surviving immediate children, then I would like to see

the surplus go to help Hep.C victims with essential living support, or for the money to go to a strictly
regulated and transparent Hep - C research and drug development program.
I was married to victim,
loving family, with our
son,
• was everything to us. A great __.__"

for over a decade, and we had a beautiful, happy, very
Hep- C destroyed our world.

Shortly after the birth of our son, _
began a baffling, destructive decline. We never knew he had
acquired Hep - C from blood transfusions. All I knew, was that we began to lose everything. •
declined physically, emotionally, mentally, and financially, in every way. I lost my husband, my son
lost a capable father. I went from having the luxury of working part time, to being able to be home
with our baby, to becoming the sole provider for the three of us.
By the time our son was three years, we were surviving entirely on my meager, unreliable income as a
waitress. We had no home, sometimes no food, and soon we had no future.
My husband became completely incapable of the trusted care of our son. I had no choice but to defend
for us all on my own, never knowing or understanding what was raging on in _
body.
I eventually became_ sole provider, for everything. All his clothing, transportation,
medications, food, gifts, money, and housing, also while trying to make a better life for myselfand our
son.
By the time we learned of his diagnosis, we had become completely outcast, there were no family
members to come forward to help. I phoned every social agency I could think of, there was nothing to
help us. We suffered immensely, immeasurably, physically and emotionally every day.
How can I describe to you what a nervous breakdown feels like, how can I tell you what it's like to
watch your child stop smiHng, to plummet academically at school. I can't tell you the pain in our

\

hearts watching a man we loved so much, waste away.
_
was a remarkable, unique, incredible entrepreneur and extremely generous man. He was our
future. We were a real family, supposed to be forever.
My son will never inherit what could have been his legacy. I was never helped financially for being
his sole caretaker.
I was never able to be helped financially from_ for our son. _
was supposed to be able to
contribute t o . child support, but he was never able to work.
I was not able to be given child support for many years, yet I provided support t o _
!

I would very much like to be able to be compensated for at least that. I was his wife~ and mother of his
only child, and I believe I deserve to also receive compensation as opposed to people that had nothing
to do with him.
I can't even begin to tell you in words how difficult it was for me to fight for our son to receive any
money at all from Hep - C. It was complete insult to injury, that me, also as a victim, had to deal with
months of bureaucracy. Why should it have been up to me, to take on hospitals, tracing back blood
transfusions, dealing with untold amounts of paperwork, legal difficulties, etc. It was insulting to be a
victim ofloss, then have to prove it.
I hope that someone will grant compensation to myself and t o " for all the incredible pain and
suffering we endured, for the risk to our own lives, to never having his Dad around again, for the loss
of his father watching him grow, become a man, see him marry, to become a grandfather.
The immediate, approved Family Members only, should be granted compensation.
No one should ever have to suffer what_ myself, and our son." suffered.
Blessings to you.

JOINT COMMITTEE MEMBER

HARVEY STROSBERG Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A6V4

Dear Mr. Strosberg,

\R1~~~~;~l~IDJ
sunS) STROSBERG LLP

This is a letter stating how 1 feel the remaining surplus money from the 1986 - 1990 Hepatitis C
Settlement Trust Fund should be allocated. I am the son ofa deceased father, a victim of the Hep - C
tragedy_
I firmly believe that the only people who should benefit from this are the direct and immediate
family members, such as the children and spouses of the deceased victims. Only the people who saw
first hand and had to endure the hardships of watching their loved family member decline in health
should be considered for this surplus. 1 do not agree with the remaining surplus being divided out to
the extended family. To me, that is similar to saying "I saw 9/11 on the news, I feel sorry for the
victims families, 1 should be compensated too." If it is not available to be divided evenly upon the
direct children and family members, I would like to see proof that the remaining surplus money go
towards aid for current living victims of Hep - C, or I would like to see proof that it go towards the
current Hep - C research and drug plan, in hopes that it can potentially benefit victims of this terrible
disease.

My father and victim,
was a VERY loving and successful man. At a
young age, 1 had no choice but to
and life decline at a painfully slow and depressing
rate until the very end. Words can not describe the immeasurable pain involved in watching a loved
family member, sole provider, and the first mentor that you form a bond with, wither away to nothing.
I was robbed ofa happy childhood spent growing up with a father, learning from a father, and
ultimately being fortunate enough to grow old and take care ofmy father. as he had tried to do for me,
before his mental and physical disability due to the disease.
I could have had the opportunity to learn from him and carry on his extremely successful
business ventures. I could have had my Dad.
I hope you do the right thing, and compensate the children and spouses of Hep - C victims, and
not any and all extended family members, such as their cousins, aunts, uncles, etc. Only the immediate
and closest approved family members should benefit.

Dear Mr. Strosberg
600-251 Goyeau St., Windsor, On N9A 6V4

My name is

SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP

of Sarnia On. When I was eleven years of age, I lost my mother to leukemia.

My older sister, who was 23 years old, and her husband, moved into our home in order that I would be
properly taken care of and loved. She became more than a sister and much like a mother figure to me.
In 1988, while undergoing minor oral surgery, my sister received 9 bags of cryoprecipitate. Her surgeon
was extra cautious because she suffered from Von Wiilibrand's Disease. As a result of this surgery, my
sister was infected with Hepatitus C. She suffered for the next 16 years. At times the suffering was
extremely difficult to watch.
I believe that the monies that resulted due to the class action suit was set aside for one purpose only,
for those who suffered and those family members who suffered with them. Therefore, my suggestion to
your committee is that the remaining money be dispersed to those who have been registered with the
class action suit.
My sister's name

and she passed away on Nov. 23, 2004. She suffered much and

was much loved. It would be wrong if anyone other than those for whom the money was intended
profited in any way.

Thank you,

~~----.------

August 2015
To whom it may concern,
I'm writing because I received your letter for the estate of

the
Hepatitis C settlement you wanted my input on the matter. Therefore I'm Jetting you know that
It was extremely hard on the family when we heard ~as Infected with HepatItis C . _
second kidney transplant failed in 1997, and due to the fact that he had Hepatitis C, he couldn't
be on the transplant list.
We suffered and went through a lot of pain seeing _go on dialysis In Ottawa ~
times a week for 2 years. It was Ions days, 6 to 10 hours before we got home which W~~ h;m:l
for my son,

J took care of my son without knowing he was infected with Hepatitis C ana not aware
that my other children or I could have gotten infected also._started receiving dialy~!~ in
Cornwall General Hospital for a while. On June 1st 2005 the Cornwall General Ho~pita! $~I'lt
Ottawa for dialysis which my son remained in the Ottawa General Campu~ for 14
months. The doctors could not Insert a central line fo_to receive dialYsis which !~ hQW
~assed away on AUgust 16m 200~,

_to

I had asked for help for funeral expenses for my son and you refused to help me, That Is

why you should divide some of the Hepatitis C settlement for the families who have endYr~d
pain and suffering for the loss of their loved one~,
Sincerely Yours,

RECEIVED
AU619 2D1~

-'

1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement
Attn: Harvey Strosberg Q.C
Sutts Strosberg
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor. Ontario N9A 6V4
Telephone: 1-877-318-4372
h~pc@strosbergco.com

DeaJ:' Mr. Strotsberg,
Thank you for serving on·the Joint C9mmittee' which has a mandate to implement
the 1986-1,990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement and to supervise the ongoing
Administration of claims.
Since the Joint Committee and the fed~ral government recogltlze a potential
surplus ofbetween $236 million and $256 million, it requires action to ensure that
victims and families ofvictims ofthe Hepatitis C tragedy benefit from that surplus.
Indeed aU of the surplus after Administration costs should be allotted to those
fami1y members affected by t h e
aats
_Ce
crisis.
As Executor of the Estate of
bo passed away on August 27,2006,
I recommend that surplus funds be distri uted to family members affected by such
a E!!!,loss.
_left a son, _
born April
988. _put skates on
the
to watch
time he was 4- years old. For 12
igb
whenever his health allowed.
too ill to attend
School Graduation he was able to watch it via video from the Moncton General
HospitaJ in June, 2006._has debt as a result of his secondary education
courses in the Trades. His job as a Dispatcher is demanding shift work with pay only
a few dollars above minimum wage. His Dad is no longer here to help him Bnanaally
and encourage him to further his education for more job opportunities which would
allow him to have a better lifestyle, to afford a membership to a Fitness Centre and
be able to obtain a mortgage for his own home.
~s bOrn April 9,1991. She could count on her Dad for advice and
support in a way that gave her comfort in spite oftroubles. Her Dad was funny so
she shared lots oflaughs with him. His taJks and her own determination lead her to
achieve a Pharmacy Degree. Two years at UNB and 4 years at Dalhousie University
have left her with a huge ftnandal debt. During her last 2 years of High School
missed her Dad at Dance recitals, at a Pageant where she was crowned ~
her roles as an actress in school theater. ~bsence was
notllCea for sure as her siblings and I watched her receive her Pharmacy Degree in
Halifax in June, 2015.
~ghter_is a troubled girl because of the lack of parental
guidance~as born December 1st, 1994.
On September 26, 1996 "was awarded full custody of his cbildren.

_ w a s small in stature and she had a gift for dancing. She beHeves she
was deprived of attention .Her Dad died when she was 12 years old. _
shirks
responsibility claiming she is too stressed to complete courses to enhance her
education or to go to her
of work when scheduled to be at a job.
_
born in 1987.~as noticeably mo.!!!!!.!?L
2001 and claimed
him laugh at a time of pain and ill health. _ _
could also 'rule the roost' so to speak She graduated from High School in 2015 and
hopes to continue enough education to allow her to be independent and have a job
she enjoys. She did attend grief counseling and seems keen to succeed in life.
Dy the year 2000_bought a house located a block from his parents' home.
Towards the end of August. 2006. ~ears came a few days before he passed
away when he said to me, "I don't want to die because I don't want to leave my kids."
He also alluded to the fact that a parent should not have to experience the loss of a
child. He meant that his death would also take its toll on his Dad and I.
"was deeply concerned about his brothers,~nd _
They too
were distraught by the loss of~ho had a dramatic affect on their lives since
childhood. A card from. and his wife on our 55th wedding anniversary this
week reads" Your caring shows what love really means"-"~wrote a note
in our cards on special occasions. And what a great decision on _ p a r t to write
notes sporadically such as before school or a special event for each child as a
surprise and a special way to communicate ---notes which the children
read and reminisce over to this day.
~ew of the unconditional love J had for him and his children and knew in
his heart that I wouId try my best to help them and look after his affairs to the best
of my
lived with _and I while _
_
is close by so is in touch often
lived with
step-mom,
for meals and transportation.
As Executor of the Estate I recommend and encourage you to do your best as a
committee and award surplus funds to_family. His children would benefit
greatly from such a positive action by the federal government and your committee.
The dynamics of living with a Dad who was physically ill and left them as young
people has had a devastating impact on their present day lives.
_fought the good fight for years but his kidneys and other organs and all
bod
his death .
over illness of Hepatitis C consumeijiihiScausing
Surplus funds must be a]]ocated to
family. The federal government faiJed
to provide safe blood products for
As Executor of the Estate of the late I
I request the release of surplus
funds as time allows to The Family Class Members of the l a t e _

August 20,2015

1329921

To Whom it May Concern,
My Grandmother, whom I called Nana, contracted Hep C in the late 1980's. She suffered so much and I
hated seeing what had happened to her. I cannot think of those days without feeling physically ill. She,
rd

died on Nov. 23 2004.1 was married on June 25

th

,

2005,7 months later. I had so

wished that could have been there. She never got to meet my two sons either. The whole travesty of the
tainted blood scandal still angers and repulses me. 1 miss my long and frequent talks with my Nana.
I often think about her and so wish that she was here.
In my opinion. It would be wrong to use the money for any other reason than to release it to the victims
of Hep C and their, still grieving, families.
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SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP

Dear Mr.Strosberg,
My Nana (Grandmother)

She died on November 23, 2004. floved my Nana so

much. She was an intelligent, interesting and interested person. She always cared about what we cared
about. When I was in university, I got monthly cards and letters from her. I recently counted them, I
have 71 cards I
She was the best cook and the most hospitable person that I have ever known. Anyone and everyone
was welcome at her house at any time and there was always food ready for them. It was almost magical
how she could have delicious things ready when she wasn't even expecting you! I can honestly say that
she was the best person that I ever knew. I still miss her terribly.
My Nana suffered for a very long time, 16 years, due to the tainted blood scandal. Sometimes the
suffering was absolutely unbearable. My Pops (Grandfather) and my Mom

were

there daily and they suffered right along with her. It was a terrible time for all of us. I wished so much
that she had never had that minor surgery when she received those tainted blood products. Even now f
get teary eyed thinking about it.
Please, if there are remaining funds, give it to the families of the victims. That's who It was intended to
be given to. Although no amount of money makes up for the negligence of the blood scandal, we are
still suffering from great loss.
Thank you,

sun'Sf STROSBERG LLP

1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement
RE: Surplus Funds
File Number 14527

August 20. 2015
Joint Committee Member
Harvey Strosberg Q.C.
SuUs Strosberg LLP
6()()"251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4
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Suns, STROSBERG LLP

Dear Sir:
I recently received two (2) letters regarding the 1986-1990 HEPC Surplus Funds. One letter was
to myselfFBO the Estate o~ and the second letter was also addressed to me as I am
the Dependant.
This letter is written with regard to these notices of Surplus Funds. I am not quite certain how to
respond to this matter. however I will attempt to put my thoughts forward.
My late wife
contracted Hepatitis C died April 6, 1999. The Government
provided a
as well as the Loss of Services compensation. It seems to be quite
apparent that with the amount ofthe surplus funds, at this point. that the initial compensation package
was possibly not high enough resulting in the dollar amount of surplus funds, which accoding to the
letters is between $236 million and $256 million.

It is therefore my opinion that since the surplus funds are a direct result of investments from the
original compensation fund that the funds should be paid out to the people who have been directly
affected and have ongoing entitlements.
The research that is mentioned in the letter should not necessarily be part of this discusssion,
since to my knowledge. it was never a part of the original settlement and ongoing entitlements. 1
believe the Government has a responsibility in research but not using funds from the Compensation
Package or Ongoing Entitlements.

To:
Harvey Strosbers Q.C
Sutts Strosberg LLC
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor Ontartio N9AGV4
Canada
From:

fB) ~(C~OW~ fR1

lJl]
Date:
August 23, 2015
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Sun-S, STROSBERG lLP

Subject :
Hepatitis C Settlement
Dear Sirs:
My mother,
passed away December 10, 1998 from a Hepatitis C
infection caused by a blood transfusion. I am a member of the class action lawsuit in this
regard. Your letter stated that as well as sufficient funds for future needs, there is a large
surplus. "rhis letter is in response to the joint committee's request for input as to the use of the
surplus funds in the
to members of the lawsuit. My claim number is
2364 and my
number is 2364 - I hope this is enough to
identify us adequately - additionally my brother
executor for my
mother's estate had a claim number of 01000419 and a personal claim number for himself of
00002168.
I believe that any leftover funds must be paid out to the members ofthe lawsuit. Under no
circumstances should this money be returned to the Federal Government or to any other group
interested in research or health care. It should not be used for any other compensation
programs.
My mother suffered and died because of negligence in the handling of the blood supply; she
would have no Interest in reward
other group besides her family with money from the
lawsuit. My daughter
grew up without knowing her Grandmother. Many
families were affected in many ways and continue to be to this day_ Please make every effort
to make sure the money goes to the infected individuals or their family members, not to
anyone else.

c

I
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Mr. Harvey Strosberg,
My mother,

sun"s, STROSBb',':' LLP

suffered from Von Willibrand's Disease her entire life. That disease is

related to Haemophilia in that an affected person has blood platelets that hold little to no clotting
factors. Because of this, her oral surgeon was extra cautious supplying her with blood products when
she received minor surgery in the latter half of the 1980's. These blood products were infected with
HepC.
For the next sixteen years her battle and struggle against Hep C were both courageous and heart
breaking to witness. The effects of the disease were catastrophic. She endured far, far too much
suffering. My father and I agonized over watching her decline. There were so many ups and downs. She
was admitted to the hospital numerous times in the early go's with a number of mysterious ailments,
particularly pneumonia, until finally in 1994 it was discovered that she was suffering from Hep C. She
was told that there was nothing that could be done and that she had five months to live. We were
devastated. She lived for another ten years. During that time, we witnessed so many ups and downs,
particularly from 2001 until her death on Nov. 23, 2004.
My Mom was a very intelligent and compassionate woman. She welcomed anyone and everyone into
her home. She was always interested in what everyone else had going on in their lives. Even when she
was having a very bad health day, she wouldn't give in to it. She never, ever complained. I often said to
people at that time that if I had been as sick as she was in the mornin& that they'd be burying me in the
afternoon. Her resilience and determination were unbelievable. She fought the good fight, there's no
doubt about it.
Her church family, her friends and particularly her loved ones suffered terribly during those many years.
My mom spent the first 6 months of 2001 in the hospital. I was working out of town and would drive to
the hospital every single day. My Dad was faithful in his daily visits as well. The grandkids couldn't
believe what had happened to their Nana. My Dad actually received sympathy cards three years before
she passed way because people that had visited her in the hospital thought that they had seen her for
the last time.
In July, 2004, she missed a step at the front door and fell and fractured her pelvis. She lay in the hot sun
until she was discovered by a niece some two hours later. I knew at that time that the morphine that the
hospital had to administer would finish off what little function she still had in her liver. She passed away
after four more months of a terrible struggle.
That entire time in my life still evokes such pain. The situation was so terribly unfair and unnecessary.
The idea of it all makes me still so terribly angry. It all could have been avoided ifthere hadn't been
such negligence on the part of the Canadian Red Cross. There is no compensation in the world that
would ever make up for losing my precious Mom. For the money that remains to be used for any other
reason than to give it all to the victims and their families would be a further travesty. I still so miss my
mom. Thank you for your time.

Harvey Strosberg

Q.C.

Sutta Strosberg LLP

600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, ON
24

Be:

Aug 2015

HepC Joint Committee Submission

Thank you for the letter regarding the Compensation Fund surplus.

I am

a recipient of the class action settlement based on my medical condition
resulting from a tainted blood transfusion in 1989.

It is my understanding

that this fiaaneial compensation was intended to allow me to regain a better
quality of life.

However, since then the cost of living has risen

considerably and inflation (approx. 27% between 2001 and 2014) has eroded
the value of the compensation package.

It is therefore suggested that the

surviving class members be awarded an additional inflation adjustment to
their original compensation award.
Should there be a further amount remaining in the fund, then this money
could be returned to the original Federal Government source with the
suggestion that it be used to improve health care for seniors.
I am looking forward to hearing of the Joint Commission and Federal
Government submissions and the ensuing court decision.
Sincerely

II

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Hepatitis C Class Action
86-90 Hep C trust fu nd

Good Morning,
We recently received communication from you regarding the fund sufficiency.
My wife and I hope to attend the August 26,2015 consultation session to be held in Hamilton, August 26, 2015.
Our comments and reply to your letter are as follows.
Here is the background and reason for our comments.
Our daughter received a tainted blood transfusion in December 1989 at one month of age. She was hospitalized
right after birth with a serious congenital heart defect requiring surgery. During cardiac surgery she received the
tainted blood transfusion. Here hospital stay after the surgery was significant because of her reaction to the
infection. At the time this was unknown but has been accepted as being related to her infection. Subsequent to
all this she was diagnosed with a complex chromosomal disorder and as a result has ongoing multiple medical
issues. These are greatly complicated by her additional issues related to Hep C.
Because of her level of mental incompetence, we as parents have been appointed her Personal Representative.
We have to accompany her on all her Dr's visits, alI are in Toronto. We live in Niagara.
The fund should allow for families of those minors who received a tainted blood transfusion to receive
compensation for loss of income for the time these children were hospitalized and required Dr's visits related to
their Hep C. While our out of pocket expenses were covered for that time, our loss of income and other related
expenses were not. It is our assertion that there was monetary loss to our family.
Our assertion is also based on the following observation. Most people receiving a blood transfusion are in a
hospital for a medical reason, they have medical issues that may require a blood transfusion. Some are more
complex than others of course. Infants like our daughter, requiring blood transfusions, usually have serious
underlying medical issues. Hers are lifelong and are made more complex after having acquired the Hep C virus.
If an adult receives a blood transfusion, it could either be for major or minor medical issues. For the most part,
they can drive themselves to the hospital or for Dr appointments. Parents of children with congenital medical
issues need to take time off from work to attend these appointments or be with their child during hospital stays.
You don't drop your children off at the hospital and pick them up at a later date.
This is an appropriate and valid expense request that could be covered by the surplus. You already have records
of those who have received approved out of pocket expenses for hospital stays and Dr's visits related to her Hep
C. There will be no surprise claims and all requests can be managed that way. A daily loss of income amount
could be established for one parent for those hospital stays and a Dr's visits. Children and mentally incompetent
people cannot drive themselves.
I don't know how many claimants are in similar circumstances. Please consider them as beneficiaries of this
surplus as well.
Please let us know if this submission is sufficient enough to provide material for your Joint Committee's
application or for discussion at your consultation session. we will provide more input if requested.
Respectfully Submitted,
on behalf

1

Sutts Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau St.
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4
Tuesday Aug. 25, 2015.
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SulTS, STROSBERG LLP
Dear Mr. Strosberg:
I am writing you regarding the 1986-1990 HepatitiS C Settlement.
I was recently informed that there is a surplus of monies in the Trust Fund. As a Class
Member of the Hepatitis C Settlement. I am writing this letter upon the request of the
Joint Committee.
My recommendations for the surplus are as follows.
I suggest that the surplus be divided into three categories:
Category 1: An additional lump sum should be paldldistributed to all Class Members.
Category 2: Family Members caring for. or dependent on. the Hep C-infected indiVidual
should receive increased benefits. Levels of compensation should depend on the
severity of the disease, and the costs incurred in caring for the individual.
Category 3: Individuals recently diagnosed with Hep C (i.e. after 2010) should be
included in the Class Settlement.
.
The surplus should by no means be returned to the governments (either federal or
provincial). nor should the surplus be given to external agencies for research, general
healthcare, etc. The surplus should be allocated only in favour of the Class Members
and Family Class Members.

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Kf>odrebarac@tollghCQIJosel.com
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:41:40 PM

Webcast question from:
Helio, _ _ here, is it possible to have a print out of the screen shots ie: number of
claima~levels etc. Also, I hear of lots of death in this Webcast, I am still alive fortunately
and don't know when my time will come, but I think there should be another payout to enjoy and help
out my family before I get too sick and cannot help them. I am noticing this past year that I am
getting more symptoms of the moderate cirrhosis I have as a result of the tainted blood I received in
1986 at the age of 22. I treatment I was on was Interferion/Ribiron (sorry for the spelling) my side
effects were stomach sickness/ miss wor~ weight loss due to this, and thyroid disease, which occurred
when I was on interferon drug. Unfortunately I have to leave the session~tive
and my husband and I thank you for your time and support. my email is _ _ _, and
look forward to you response. -[hank You:)

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Question from Web Stream

Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:56:47 PM

Webcast question from:
Hello, my question is about my daughter who isn!t HepC positive thank goodness, but because she grew
up with a very ill mother she now suffers with PTSD. She doesn't get benefits ...yet she suffers as I do
but with different diseases. Will this be taken into consideration, when and how?
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

I feel the money should be disbursed amongst the victims and families.
Our family has been
greatly affected by the passing of my spouse. II not only lost my spouse I the father of my
children I We lost the biggest contributor to our family. Since his passing I have had to
work three jobs to keep our family going.
He was not able to get insurance due to his
infected disease he was not able to get insurance so I have been left to pay all bills.
I
have not been able to help any of my children out with schooling they have had to rely on
student loan and bursaries.
This is why I feel the mo rues should come back to victims and
families
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From:
Sent:
gust 25, 2015 10:02 AM
To: Hap C Pre 86, Post 90 <HepC.Pre86Post90@crawco.ca>
Subject: HEPC

_r

i

r regarding the blood 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement. In regards, my brother
died as a result of the hepc. We received a settlement as a result. We signed off on
it through them. He died April 2009. He was in the Wellesely hospital burn unit in Toronto, received
many transfusions as a result of his condition, don't know how many times he may have been given
the tainted blood. As of his condition from the burns, no leg, partial other leg, fingers and core body
burns. The effect of hep c hit him harder then most as it bed ridden him for the last year. He tried the
medication, of one year to try to slow down the hep c of pills each day and a needle once a week
without results. Due to his added condition quality of life was not very good. If you have any questions
and I can help, feel free to contact me and any information to this case would be appreciated. I would
have to find his case number.
Thanks, Good luck.

-

To view our disclaimer please go to: https:llwww.crawfordigportal.caJprivacypolicy.asp
Pour lire notre avis de non-responsabilite, s'iI-vous-plait suivre ce lien:
https://www.crawfordigportal.caJpolitiguedeconfidentialite.asp
Do you really need to print this message? Devez-vous vraiment imprimer ce message?
1

From:

To:

one@postelvideo com; KPodrebarac@tpughcounse! com

Subject:

Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:50:36 PM

Date:

Webcast question f r o m : _
I believe the money should be given in lump sum amounts to help infected people make the lifestyle
changes needed to sustain longevity. ie. healthy diet, exerCise, reduced stress

-----~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

one@poste1yjdeo com: KPodreba@c@toughcounse!.com
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 20158:47:52 PM

Webcast question from:
- lives of family members impacted after the infected person passed away
- took time off from work to take care of my father (to his medical appointments and in/out of hospital)
should be compensated
- does the plan cover wheel chair, wheel chair ramp, walkers, etc that are required for the affected
person?
- the amount received by my mom on an annual basis does not increase that much year by year.
- I feel the surplus should go to the living affected person and to the spouse of the deceased affected
person

From:

To:
Subject:

ooe@postelvldeQ,com' KPDdreba@c@toughmuosel,mm

Date:

Tuesday, August 25,20157:18:48 PM

Questioo from Web Stream

Webcast question from:
My loss of income only represents my earnings as of 2001 as my last earnings from working. Will this
surplus be used to validate my potential earnings for these missed years.

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

ooe@postelyjdeo,com; Kpodrebarac@toughcounsel com

Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:36:12 PM

Webcast question from:
Would you consider supporting HCV claimants that can't obtain extended benefits, either because there
jobs don't offer benefits plans and/or the person can't afford to purchase extended benefits privately.

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

ooe@Do:;teMdeo j:om; Kpodrebarac@toughmuosel.rom
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:43:30 PM

Webcast question from:
Grandchildren should receive better compensation

From:

To:
Subject:

Date:

one@Qostelvjdeo com: Kpodrebarac@toughcounsel
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9;00:18 PM

com

Webcast question f r o m : _
these funds should not go to the government
should not be given for research (I hear pharmaceutical co)
payments to children, age should not be a factor
late claimers should be accepted

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

one@oostelvideocom' KPodreba@c@tougbcounsel com
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:30:25 PM

Webcast question from: _
I think the surplus should be divided between all class action members regardless of status level as long
as infection can be proven. The principal sum should continue to be used as it has been in the past. I
said regardless of status because as a person who was infected as an youth even though I am
considered level 3, I did not ask to be infected, it has affected me physically. emotionally and affected
every relationship I have tried to have for 30 years. There are things I have never been able to do and
missed out on as a regular unaffected person. So in closing whos to say what level is more deserving of
being compensated, we were all infected and it has ruined all our lives.

--~~~------

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ooe@postelyldeo,com; Kpodrebarac@toughcouDsel com
Questioo from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7;09;44 PM

Webcast question f r o m : _
First of all I would like to apologize for not being able to attend in person as I said I would but I have
suffered a knee injury and could not come to Toronto today.
I did not ask to become infected with Hep C, for me it came as a shocking and unwelcome surprise due
to treatment for another health problem and the lack of vigilance and precautions in the collection of
blood and blood products used for treatment of these and other health issues. As a class member all I
want is to be able to carry on as normally as possible and to be able to provide my family with a decent
lifestyle, free of worry from things like Hep C, there are enough other factors to worry about in life as it
is.
I have 4 points that I would like covered.
#1, I completely agree that any funds that have been deemed "surplus" must stay in the fund or be
turned over directly to the fund members/ families/estates only. The fund was established to help the
fund members and their families and as such it needs to be kept in their hands. In my opinion the
funds cannot ever come close enough to making up for ones health. As I stated earlier I never asked for
this diagnosis but nevertheless I carry it with me forever. In my lifetime I truly believe that I never will
be able to re-compensate my family for lost income, extra expenses, time away from them, mental
stress and other factors that I attribute strictly to this diagnosis. I must always give up way too much
because I am just way too tired more often than I should be. I believe that all levels of compensation
need to be increased with the extra funds and yes lump sums will be acceptable based on the disease
level that was originally accepted. I also am forced to decline extra work and work aSSignments at my
place of employment due my constant tired feeling. This happens on a weekly basis, usually on
Saturday and Sunday which is paid out in premium time wages. My current employer has been in a
position to need premium time work from its workers for over 10 years now and in my situation I have
had to decline most of it.
#2, I personally have been denied life insurance coverage because of my Hep C diagnosis and I believe
that this is a very critical issue that has not been addressed in the fund. This has the potential to leave
mine and many other families in a very precarious position. In my recollection I have applied to 2
different insurance companies and both times was denied. At least one insurance company cited Hep C
in the reason as to why I was denied.
#3, I don't think / or know of any way to have physiological help for the infected person or the infected
persons family. I believe that this type of medical help would be of tremendous help to infected persons
and their families because even if the person is able to carry on a reasonably normal life the thought of
the Hep c returning or of subsequent infections, especially with family members and kids weighs heavily
in the everybody's mind. It does for me on a daily rate.
#4/ I don't think that the funding for keeping up on the work around a home and maintaining it and
your family is nearly enough. I personally rely much too much on family members for help and support.
My wife needs to carry much more of a burden than she should, my children are forced to help out
around the house more than they should and even my parents and in-laws pitch in to help. This
happens because after a full days work I'm much too exhausted to do much around my house,
Currently I need to hire outside help

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

QOe@postelyjdeo com; Kpoejrebarac@toughcQuosel
Question from Web Stream
Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:02:26 PM

com

Webcast question from: _
Can we contact MPPs or MPs on this surplus? The surplus must stay with the class members, that
means every penny.

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

My name is
I am the spouse of the late
At present I
receive an annual cheque from Hep C. When my husband passed the life expectancy of a male was
78 years. Stats Canada now says the expectancy is 79.2 years. Now the retirement age has
changed from 65 years to 67 years. I believe that the surplus monies should continue until at
least 79.2 years to the spouses. Even better would continue until the death of the surviving
spouse.

1

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

I believe the surplus should be shared among those of us who have been impacted by HepC.

1000558 {TransE}
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Shelley L Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

PM
Hepatitis C Class Action
RE: Submission to Hep C Joint Committee

Aug. 26, 2015.
As the Family Representative for the estate of
m #13754) I would like to make the
following submission to the Committee:
1. That the surplus available for redistribution by distributed to claimants in proportion to the original
pay-outs.
2. That any funds resulting from an inability to pay to the claimant (death, address unknown) or to a
HepC-infected claimant's estate, would be distributed to living HepC-infected individuals in the orginal
group.
Thank you 1

From:
Sent: Monday, August 10,
To: Hepatitis C Class Action
Subject: Submissions to Hep C Joint Committee
Aug. 10,2015

Dear Mr. Strosberg:
Is it acceptable to make a submission to the Joint Committee using email? Specifically this email address?
Thank you,

Claim #13754
1

My name is_leome ftom a family of hemophilics, five who ootracted hep e because ofthe
tainted
My family bas bad to endure a lot of sickness due to no fault of out own. First
brother
having a liver transplant and years of sickness died. Next my brother
c treatment and barely survived. He is hep e free but bas liver damage.My
brother
poor health due to ~ and he is waiting for test to find out what
other problems he has. My youngest brothor~is in the process oftaldng the hep c
treatment but he is livini with liver damage.Many UmeJ over the last &w years i ootlld have used some
ofthe surplus money to be near my brothers while they were suffering. Please gtve the surplus money
to the class members and the class farnfUes members.

1329624

My name i~J come from a family ofthfrteen siblings, five brothers who are hemophilacs.
Because ofuncheoked tainted blood four of them have bep c. My b.rotber~ a. .
~em ago after having a failed liver transplant
more compHcations. My brother
_
took the hep c treatment and barely survived.
now hep c free but his liver is very bad,
not sure what the future holds for him. My
about to start the hep c treatment
but already bas problems with hb fiver. My
an enlarged liver because of the
hep C t apparently the hep c has gone away. rush' now because oftaiHng health he is awaiting test to
see if the hep t is bas.retUrned. There have been many times in the past such as when_was jn
Halifax hospital and at John'~ that we his sibling could not be there to support him because of
lack offhlanoes. My brother _lives in Nova Scotia and had to so through his treatment end
sickness without the support ofbis siblings because offinanceB. These are some ofthe times when we
could have used some oftbe surplus money. I don't know what the future holds for my brothers but the
surplus money would go a long ways in making their lives easier ~d mine in being able 10 be their
support in the future. We have already lost one brother because ofsomeones negltct and no amount of
money could bring him back. The $6600.00 that i received was not much compensation for losing a
love one. Please allot the surplus money to the class members and family class members.

My name
come from a family ofth.irt.een siblinss.
them contracted hep 0 because oftafnted unchecked blood. My brolther
after prolonged illness due txlliver damage and Ii failed liver1nmspltmt.
the hep c treatment and is hep 0 free but has to live with liver ~1xother
an
enlarge liver and I, having complications. My youngest brother ~ getting ready to take
the hep c treatment and bas liver damaged. We as a family don't know what the :ftltme holds for our
brothers.Please allot the surplus money to the class members and cl8!S members families.

1329823

\

My name
I come from a Family of thirteen siblings wbn five ofus arehemopbilacs,
four ofus contracted
ofthe tainted unchecked blood. My brother _ d i e d three
yeat'J ago,lllY
the bep c treatment and is hep c free but has \astin8 Uver
damage. My youngest brother
Is in the process oftaldng the ~ c treatment but already
bas liyer damage. Myselfcontracted hep c but it went away leaving me with an enlarged liver. Now
because of falling health my doctors ate sending me to the livet specialist 10 see if the hep c bas
returned or if the damage on my U.ver is 80t worst. Me and my famny don't know what kind of
complications the future will bold. I believe the surplus money should be allotted to the class members
and class members famiUes .

1329826
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My name i 5 _ 1 come from a close family of thirteen siblings, five of us being hemophilics.
Four
contacted Bep c, myself'being looky enough to escape contacting hep e. My
after much suffiiring and a failed liver transplant died three
years ago. My
hep c,too.k the trea1ment and is hep c but bas liver
datna.ge. My brotberyoUDgest
is in the 'Process oftaldng tbe
treatment but already bas livCl'
hep e but it went away but
he is living with an enlarged
bas failing health and is waiting for test to see if bis hep
c has returned The death of my brother and the falling health of the other three is because of the
neglect of the tainted blood not being screened. I believe that all the surplus money should be allotted
to class members and class family members.

1329829

My name ls
come :from 8 fa\t\ily m thirteen. five
con1raeted hep c
unchecked tainted blood, My h'lY\j~h_
having a liver transplant and n:utny other complications.My bro1tber
Uvi1l8 with much liver damage and other eomplieation.My
an eniarged liver and is
waiting for test to detennine what other compUeaUOI.1s he has .My youngest brotber is waiting 10 take
the bop c treatment but he also has liver daxnage.l believe thS1 the surplus money should be given to
the class members and class member families to belp elevate some oftbe pain and suffering.

To Whom This May Concern,
I have received a letter from 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement. My
name is

My mother

was one

of the victims due to negligence of the screening the tainted blood.
This letter is asking me what I think should happen with the surplus
of money? Before I answer I would like to tel1 you some of the
agony and pain my mother and family endured that haunts me still to
this day.
Just before my mother's transplant, my mother's liver was failing rapidly. My sisters and
I had to do 2417 care for her. We had to wrap towels around her legs because the toxins in her
body had nowhere to go but out of the pores of her legs. She swelled up so bad we even made
underpants for her as we could not buy them that size. As the hole got bigger in her leg, the more
toxins came out saturating the towels. Not worried about our own safety, and with no knowledge
at that time about this disease, we did what we needed to do for our dear mother to keep her
comfortable. Shortly after that, about a month's time, she would end in the hospital where she
had the liver transplant. She would of only have had a couple of weeks to live at that time if she
didn't have this transplant is what the doctor had told my family after the operation. Well it took
months for her to mend from this.
At the time of the transplant, I had just introduced my second child to her and she had to
leave for the hospital. ] had to stay back and couldn't be with her in London. I was so stressed
from it that J could not nurse my child. Taking many trips to London so she wouldn't feel so
alone. She was so terrified to sleep from hallucinations she had gotten from the medication. Once

we were there to hold her hand, to say it was "okay" and that we are there nothing would happen,
so she could sleep.
When my mother came home it was okay for a while. Then the new liver started to fail.
My mother would have to take lactulose, a medicine that clears your bowels, to get rid of the
toxins. If she didn't take it, the toxins would build up and she would get confused, pass out and
this would happen frequently. My mother would get tired of this and at times was to weak to
make it to the washroom. She would mess on the rug in her room, her bed, etc. My mother had
one incident where she had passed out. I called an ambulance and there was blood in the
bathroom, which came from her nose, mouth and the side of her head. The ambulance attendance
was even shaken up. They resuscitated her. She would be on life support for 3 days.
My mother had no idea what happened. Once again, the worry of her being alone at this
time was on our shoulders. She would get infections quickly. The hospital had given her some
medication for this where she would be there quiet a few weeks. My mother then ended up in a
nursing home until they could get her to walk again and get strong enough. While she was in the
hospital, I would have to put in 8-hour shifts at the factory, come home to feed my family and go
to the nursing home and bathe my mother. I would rub her down with cream because of her skin
chaffing from the linen. I would do this 3-4 times a week.
She again would end up in the hospital from the infection. This would go on for months.
She would go home for a month and back to the hospital. The last time at the hospital she was
getting her last treatment of the week. It was a Sunday, and she had been at the hospital for 5
days. I rubbed my mother down after her shower. The nurse gave her the last treatment. I was
supposed to pick her up to go home on Monday morning. When I arrived to pick up my mother
and she looked like someone put her in a deep fryer. There were oozing red-blisters from allover

her body. My mother was crying and moaning from pain. This was a shock to me that does not
go away even today.
The hospital says this happens sometimes with the last dose of this medicine (I still don't
understand that reasoning). It would be a month before she was getting better. I would literally
put a jar of burn cream on her every night when I went there. Then they would put her on cancer
floor to heal the rest of the time. The one night, I went there and I noticed my mother was
swelling all over. My sisters and I couldn't figure this out. She would be getting weaker. Then we
looked on her charts and we asked my mother, "Have you been taking your lactulose?" We
asked the head nurse there and she said, "no that she hasn't." They couldn't understand why my
mother needed to be on the toilet or messing herself all of the time? The nurse took it upon
herself to stop giving this to my mother. We, my sister

and myself, explained to

the nurses that my mother was to have the lactulose. My sister and I had a meeting with the
doctor, nurse and head nurse in the morning. They said it was a cancer floor and they didn't
know enough how to care for a transplant patient. Well, 3 weeks later my mother never got better
and passed away on that floor; because of the negligent staff on that floor. My mother did not
need to suffer, nor deserved to suffer so much as she did from negligence. My family took good
care of my mother and believes we would still have her here today if it weren't for that tainted
blood. My mother was a Christian and lived a clean life.
The examples I have given you are the ones that haunt me still. I could go on and on of
the poor quality of life my mother endured. The only good thing that came out of this is the
transplant and we had her for another 21 years. So you ask me for my opinion on what to do with
this money? The surplus should go to all the families that were given the tainted blood. The
victims of who suffered dearly along with their families who had to feel and watch the pain their

loved ones had went through. My mother had passed away November 25, 2010, but the pain still
lives in me what she went through and what I had to deal with for 25 years.

Shelley L Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
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Harvey,
Please find attached letters from
1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement. I am em ailing on behalf of
have attached them to this email. Should you have
communicate with_by phone or by email at:
_confirming that you have received these letters.

1
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however I

To whom it may concerns,
I am writing this letter regarding the 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement. My grandmother was
one of the victims of this malpractice and it has severely impacted my emotional wellbeing. I
was robbed of the opportunity to know my grandmother in any way other then in pain or in the
hospital. She was always ill which limited my time spent with her.
Due to someone's negligence I will never know the beautiful person which was my grandmother
nor with my friends, my family or children. The only memories I have are of her feeling constant
pam.
For these reasons I feel the money should be allotted to the victims and their family members. To
assist with any financial struggles or emotional hardships they may continue to face at this time.

To whom this may concern:
There is no value on a life ...only the value you posses for life
There is no changing to what has been done ...but only to learn and move forward from
those mistakes
There is no reason to think negatively...your time is precious and should not be wasted with
thoughts that won't allow you to move forward
There is no good that comes from holding hatred ...because one day you will ask for forgives,
too
There is no reason to be weak and quit...strength and courage is contagious and will help
and guide other when they are lost
These are only a few words and beliefs of my late grandmother,
1933
2010). The time we are given on this planet is not long enough, before you know it you are
~elf grow and soon enough your own family grow. I truly feel that the life of
_ _ _was taken too soon. Given the unfortunate circumstances,_was a
kindhearted woman, mother and grandmother. A woman, who valued life, valued others
and gave hope to the ones with no hope. A woman who would console with a simple touch,
a hug and even a smile.
I believe that I have been robbed of a strong soul and great inspiration. My wish would
have been for my grandmother to meet my friends and children given the chance. My
grandmother passed away when I was 27 years old and this life event had great impact on
the life I live today. I wish my grandmother was still around so we could celebrate
birthdays, Christmas and small get together, however this was taken away from me due to
the negligence of the hospital staff that provided contaminated blood to my poor
grandmother. I miss her dearly everyday and my life changed forever the day she was
taken form us.
I feel the money should be given to the victims and families of this malpractice as intended
to assist with any financial struggles took on during the period of time the poor blood
transfusion occurred. It is the victims and their family's rights to be taken care of by our
government when malpractice occurs.

-------_ __
..•.

.........

__

..............

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Strosber
My late husband
and myself were co-presidents of the Hemophilia chapter of Nova Scotia
and spear
hep c compensation battle. We launched our own private lawsuit after failure of our
provincial government to step up to the plate and do the right thing. Nova Scotia broke rank with HIV victims.
The compensation package for tainted blood victims sadly lacks in some areas. If there is an excess of funds i
would like to see my children's University educations paid for. My two youngest girls are s!!!!..E.ursuing higher
education. My late husband left me two pissant pensions. I am luckier than most survivors. _
and I always
stressed that point. We had good medical coverage and a dental and vision plan. I have always resented the
present plans sharing of the loss of serviceslloss of income with my children. If there is an abundance in the
fund I shouldn't have to share that portion and live on what is considered low income. I f . were alive today
his income and retirement benefits would be more substancial than what I presently receive.I also resent the
administrator asking for my present spouses information and taxes. I consider this an invasion of his
privacy.this package was not what we wanted but what we were given based on government legal liability. I am
extremely interested in what you can do for the survivors and ant way I can help please feel free to call.
Sen: from my Samsling Galaxy smartphone.
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Strosberg:
I have a few more items with the current plan that should be addressed. I know from personal experience that
the average funeral cost is at least ten thousand dollars not 6700 .. I know here in Nova Scotia to hire a
handyman for any maitenance or work on my house since "passed away costs me between 40.00 to 45.00
an hour whether it is mowing a lawn, trimming trees, or having the driveway plowed. I~was not infected
and deceased this would not be a concern. I would have kept my job ,which was close to our home and very
accommodating. I would also like to see the plan set up free unlimited psychological services for survivors. I
am fortunate that_medical plan transferred to me and I have access to these services. I could not leave my
home for two years after his death unless it was for groceries, my daughter's soccer schedule, or to pay bills. I
couldn't even speak to someone ofthe opposite sex without hyperventilating. I have a son who at 27 years old
is an alcoholic because of his guilt over his teenage behavior and the hell he put his father through growing up.
_and I always said there is the infected and there is the affected.

--

Sent from my Samsul1g Galaxy smartphone"

1

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Strosberg
I believe that the profit aliquot on the classes and family class members should be split.
Please inform me about decision of the court.
Best regards
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Monday, ,.."'.."...0.
Hepatitis C Class Action
Hep C surplus funds

To whom it may concern,
My name is
I am the eldest grandchild
I am writing to you in
regards to the surplus of funds that have been leftover from the tainted blood class action lawsuit.
I feel that the surplus of monies should be disbursed amongst all the families (children & grandchildren)
related to the victims of the tainted blood syndrome class action lawsuit. Here are just a few of the many
reasons why:
My grandmother was not only my grandmother, she was my mother, my bestfriend, and confidante. She is
now deceased as of Nov 25,2010, thanks to the inefficiency of our government, and their inadequacies, of
implementing proper procedures to ensure the quaJity of blood my Grandmother and others would receiving
was safe. Instead my grandmother received blood that was tainted. In tum, she contracted Hep C and sclerosis
of the liver. From that moment my life as I once new it changed forever. This began the 21yrcycle of around
the clock care for her. My Grandmother no longer was the fun, independent, vibrant woman she once was. The
pain and suffering she endured over the years, was absolutely agonizing and intolerable. She needed to be
bathed, changed, and cared for 2417. I lived with her for 7yrs in my early 20's. I cleaned, cooked, shopped, did
lawn care, bathed, and fed her most times. All of these things I would do over and over again to have her back.
Due to her health being so poor for so long, and each issue having a snowball effect, she missed the best years
of any grandmother and grandchild's life. She was unable to see the birth of my child, or even be near the
hospital, because she might have caught something to make her health even worse.
She was unable to partake in Sunday functions at church, where we regularly attended each week, prior to her
contracting Hep C.
This not only affected her life emotionally, mentally, and physically, but it affected mine also. I am 44yrs old,
and have been on and off of antidepressants since I was 21 yrs old, due to depression and anxiety. By 23yrs old,
I went through Brentwood, which is an addiction recovery home. I turned alcohol to deal with the stress of my
home life, as my life was put on hold to care for my Grandmother.
During the last few years of her life much of it was spent in the hospitals. I would run from work to school to
the hospital with my little 5yr old girl. I was a single mother. I helped care for and bathe my Grandmother and
my Mother simultaneously, as my mother had a stroke and was hospitalized as welL We spent my daughter's
5th birthday at the hospital that year so that my Grandma and mom would not be excluded. For a young child
that was difficult and taxing on us both.
In closing. I would like to say that there will never be enough money in the world to replace the loss of my
Grandmother. Nor will the surplus of money if dispersed to the families bring her back to me. The loss ofher is
as raw as it was the day I watched her leave this earth. However, I do believe in my heart of hearts that my
Grandmother who was a generous and kind soul would have wanted the monies to be divided fairly to each of
the family members that were affected from Hep C and involved with this lawsuit.
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To;
Subject:

Good afternoon Mr. Strosberg,
I am writing in regard to the Hepc Joint committee application for the potential dispersal of funds for the
surplus that was found to exist in the account.
I feel that any surplus should be dispersed to the members of the plan. The amount of the monies should be tied
to the level of disease that a member has so far experienced. Thus, the model would duplicate the same system
already in place which compensates for disease level.
Thank-you,
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btotbers '-4~:~n hep C from tainted U11Chccked blood,

My brotberllllaiready lost bis life due to
to neec:ung oare like a baby, and BPCDding his last few
years in hospital. I personally (lOuld have used financial he]p at the time to visit him while he was in.

a man

Halifax for ~J liver tl'anSplant and while he was in st john's bospiial..QyUJmily have went ~
many trying times because of someones neglect. I remember the day~r told US tbat~nly
had a few weeks to live and we had to tell Hitn,I don't think any families shou1d have to go through
this. We live with fear everyday oflosing another brother to thI' disease. I believe that an the surplus.
money should be given to the class members and class members families so that they would have all
the support that would needed.
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Shelley L Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

PM
kp@toughcounsel.com
Hepatitis C Class Action; licamp@cfmlawyers.ca; info@savonitto.com
1986-1990 Hepatatis C Settlement Agreement - Phase 2 Sufficiency Schedule

To whom it may concern,
This email serves to provide my input and opinion on how the original settlement fell short and how the surplus
should be aUocated.
My father,
passed away at the very young age of 63 in the year 2000, after contracting
HEPC from a
He died at a time when he should have been preparing to retire and enjoying
his life. He never got to do that. Not by any fault of his own, but by the mistakes of the health care system. My
father was not ready to die and we, his wife, his children and grandchildren were not ready for him to die.
Sorry, the below email was originally sent to the wrong email address.

When my father was first diagnosed, the doctors were convinced that he was an alcoholic and accused him of
such. Thought he was lying when he denied it. They called my mother and his three children into a meeting to
further accuse him to us and asked us to verify that he was not an alcoholic. This was a horrible time, when we
first found out when his liver was failing and the doctors would not put him on a transplant list because they did
not know about nor understand HepC and kept accusing him of being a drunk. My family was devasted by this
treatment.
My father died at a time when I and his grandchildren needed him most. i was going through a very difficult
divorce and my children needed their grandparents. My father was gone but my mother was also grieving and
not available to help or comfort us.
I have four children. The oldest two got to have their grandfather for 12-15 years and miss him every day. My
younger two don't remember him. But in either case, they wish they had him to take them camping and fishing
etc. All their friends have a grandfather and he is missing from their lives and they feel it every day.
I got re-married and wanted my father to see that I am finally happy and have a good man. He will never get to
see that.
My new husband has essentially become my mother's husband as well. He cuts her lawn, he does all her chores
and repairs.
The cost my father's life? For his children $5,000 and his grandchildren $500. I think that was very unfair.
There is no price on a life, no amount of money that can bring him back, but $5,000 and $500 respectively is a
slap in the face.
Other people who contracted HEPC by their own fault got compensated a heck of a lot more than those of us
who had no choice.
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To the Joint Committee,

I still hesitate before I say aloud or type the words "Hepatitis C". When I was 19,
my face would flood with blood any time I heard the word Hepatitis, and it took a
counselor to bring me to physically say the words "Hepatitis C" out loud. It is painful for
me to talk about something that I've habitually kept a secret from my close friends and
extended family members since I was young due to the negative stigma associated with
the virus and also my fear of it. Yet I feel my experience living with Hepatitis C (Hep C) is
unique and worth sharing. I also susped that other class members struggle to speak
about this topic and hope my experience might speak for some of them as well.

In order to address which areas of the settlement that I feel fall short, I feel I must first
address how the contraction of Hep C has impacted me personally. as it is my belief that
it is the impersonal nature of the compensation fund distribution and aid offered to class
members that fails to fully meet the specific needs of each class member, espeCially in
unique cases.

I would like to discuss this problem through my own experience, unique in the sense that
I have suffered immensely. not as much from symptoms of the virus itself, but from
treatments for Hep C, coping with my fear associated with having Hep C, and ongoing
conditions that by medical standards are considered to be indirectly related to the virus.
As a result, I have not qualified for additional compensation, other than to cover medical
costs deemed appropriate. In my opinion, due to the lack of acknowledgement for the
complex and unexpected health implications related not only to contracting Hep C, but
living with and treating Hep C, I am perhaps one of many to have slipped through the
cracks of this government aid system.

I first discovered that I had Hep C when I was 7 years old. I learned that I contracted
Hep C through a blood transfusion at birth and have had Hepatitis my entire life. I can
remember crying as I ran home from school one day in grade 5, because a Hepatitis
vaccination nurse showed the class an educational video that used a cartoon monster to
represent Hep B, and an uglier monster to represent Hep C. That monster depiction was
how I understood the virus that I had as a 10-year-old, and the thought manifested as a
great burden of fear in me. My anxiety over the matter persisted throughout my youth.

During my second year of university, I underwent the only available medical treatment at
the time: 10 months on Interferon and Ribavirin. The physical symptoms of this
treatment are known to be horrific, but for me, it was the psychological side effects that
were particularly devastating. This treatment had a profound impact on my self~
confidence, social engagement, and an already deep-seated anxiety. I reflect upon this
period of my life as one of great loss. When contemplating the decision to undergo
treatment, I thought about the side effects of the drug, the timeline, and I measured out
the pros and cons. I took some time to imagine what it might be like to have the
treatment and how relieved I'd feel to rid my body of that cartoon monster that I still felt
possessed by, silenced by.

In practice, the experience of the treatment is far more brutal than what I had imagined.
Before agreeing to the Hep C treatment, I didn't account for the isolation I would feel, or
for the friendships that would fall apart when I wasn't myself, or for the lasting mental
distress that wouldn't go away, even after my hair grew back and the treatment was
completed. I didn't realize that I would be trading that Hep C monster for a series of new
ones. I didn't account for these things because they aren't detailed on the treatment's list
of side effects.

It has been 4 years since I've completed the treatment and my mental health has
continued to suffer. I have been diagnosed with severe anxiety disorder, panic attacks,
depression, and generalized anxiety disorder. I have suffered persistent long-term
physical side effects from anxiety, including burning skin sensation, numbness in my
hands, feet, and lips, chest tightness, fatigue, insomnia, muscle tightness, and pelvic
floor dysfunction. Above all, my pelvic floor dysfunction has been the most challenging
physical manifestation of anxiety. It took several years, five urologists, two emergency
visits, and countless hours of diagnostic testing and surgical procedures to diagnose. It
causes debilitating pelvic pain, severe urinary frequency, urinary urgency, sexual
dysfunction, and has served as a barrier to my employment, romantic relationships. as
well as to carrying out my daily life.

As you can see, the way in which Hepatitis C has affected me has been complex. It has
been an ongoing domino effect of health problems. In the last year especially, I've spent
the majority of my time either in bed or seeking medical attention. I've struggled to hold
down a full time job, provide for myself as an adult, and I continue to do so. I have not

been compensated for these disabilities since they are not covered by Uthe 1986/1990
Hepatitis C Class Act", and consequently our government wrings their hands of
responsibility.

On top of all that, because I underwent the Hep C treatment before completing
university, and have suffered from impaired health ever since, I have never been
employed long enough to qualify for disability leave through an employer,
employment insurance, or any other social aid program other than the "198611990 Hep
C Class Act". Indeed, these funds have played a vital role in my survival, allowing me to
provide for myself in times of unemployment. However, I have been living on my own
for 7 years, and in that time have spent the majority of my compensation money. It is
only a matter of time before those funds evaporate entirely, and I'm left with nothing but
my disabilities and no safety net.

Given all of the above, it is of my opinion that the surplus of funds goes towards the
following:

1. Research that seeks to understand the entire impact of Hepatitis on one's life (beyond
the medically listed symptoms) with a focus on the indirect physical and medical
consequences of having Hepatitis C. and the entire impact of all Hepatitis treatments on
Class Members' lives.

2. Providing a social aid program that seeks social and financial support for class
members who require additional aid due unforeseen consequences arising from
contracting Hepatitis C, especially in cases where class members do not qualify
for additional compensation under the 1986/1990 Class Act.

3. To the class members themselves, as it is my belief that the amount of compensation
distributed does not account for the entire impact of Hepatitis on one's life. including
indirect symptoms and the mental distress associated with having Hepatitis C.

Thank you very much. I hope you take my letter into careful consideration.
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:

201511:29 AM
.com
Fw: re:"The Joint Committee want to Hear From You"

ne~IC«I2str,ostlerQIC(

Subject:

Subject: re:"The Joint Committee want to Hear From You"

Mr. Harvey Strosberg, Q.C.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor,Ontario N9A 6V4
Tel-1-866-228-0073
E-Mail: hepc@strosbergco.com
Original Claim# 6780

Sept 04,2015

Dear Mr. Strosberg,
I was advised by "Carol" in the office of the Administrator at Hep"C' Centre; That You Mr. Strosberg,
would be
a committee member, responsible for New Brunswick Claimants; and that I should get in touch with you.
I am the Approved HCV Personal Representative as well as the Dependent of the deceased HCV Infected
Class
Member, who was my husband
He passed away on March 13,1999.0f Hep"C".
I was receiving a compensation for loss of services in the Home,( Beside the original compensation
payment).
I received full compensation up to the end of 2010, paid at the beginning of 2011.
However I was advised that for 2011 ,I would only received" part" payment up to March 31,2011. That was
the DATE
that I was told that the PRIMARY INFECTED PERSON's LIFE EXPECTANCY would be reached.FINAL Payment
compensation

for" Jan,Feb&Mar 2011# was received in february 2012.
My husband passed on March 13,1999, he would have been 72 years old on March 19.
So on March 31,2011. should he had lived; he would have been 84 year old ."Being born on March19,1927".
WHO KNOWS HOW LONG HE WOULD HAVE LIVED??? One thing is sure..... He did not deserved to die
with HEP"C"
The last 9 months of his life was pure torture ,he was hospitalised for the whole time ,being between life &
death.
He got into" Coted Mode" so many time,The staff at the Hospital would call and tell me that if I wanted to
see him
one last time that I should get to the hospital immediatelly; I would naturally. But often; after a while,they
would tell
me" He made it once more!". I averaged my visits four time a day to the hospital; and I had a business to
take care off.
1

He passed away at 3 am. on March13, 1999. I was with HIM. My husband was born in Poland and was a
Holocaust
survivor. He came to Canada in 1948,and was a Canadian citizen.
I can assure you that my husband sickness as well as his early death affected me in many ways. Mentaly
,Physicaly &
Financialy. I was born on May 07,1941;1 am now 74 years old.
This letter" The Joint Committee Wants to Hear From You", was great news to me .I would be quite please
If I would
qualify for extra compensations.
Please do not hesitate to contact me If you need more Informations. I would appreciate that you would LET
ME KNOW IF
I QUALIFY FOR Extra Funds.
Thank You
Sincerely
Please confirm reception of this letter Thanks.
I would very mu
f{

I(

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
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From:
Sent:

9:52 AM

To: jjcamp@cfrolawvers.ca; info@sayonjtto.com; Hepatitis C Class Action
Subject: Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide input into the matter of the surplus from the Hepatitis
C Settlement Agreement funds.
who died of Hepatitis C complications in 1999, after having received
I am the daughter
an infected unit of blood during surgery several years earlier. I helped nurse him until the time of his death
and saw how much he suffered as the result of this infection. He had stated sadly to my Mom, upon hearing
about the possibility of a settlement payment, that he would never see that money, but that he hoped she
would get enough to help her for the remainder of her life. My Mom is now 87 years old and has lived
without her husband for 15 years. She did, after a very painful and difficult application process, receive funds
from the Settlement agreement, which continued for several years. She had expected it for a longer time, but
was told there had been an administrative error, and the funds stopped. I do not understand why the funds
did not carry on until her death, as she is still without her husband.
I also believe that the $5,000 paid to the children of the Hepatitis C patients was not really an adequate
amount. My brothers and I lost the love and guidance of our Father, my children lost their beloved Grandpa.
This loss has left a great hole in all of our lives. I know that no amount can bring him back, or adequately
compensate for his loss, but at the time, it almost seemed that the amount given was an insult, rather than a
gesture of compensation.
I am sure there are many others who feel the way I do. Although much of the anger I have felt because of the
senselessness of my Father's illness has passed, the Joss and the grief are still present.
I am thankful that much advancement has been made in the cure for Hepatitis C, and only wish it had come in
time for my Father. If more work is needed in this direction, it would seem right that some of the funds could
be used to search for further treatments and cures. However, as the money was set aside for victims and
families of Hepatitis C infection, I believe that, at least, more of it should be given to those it was intended for.
Again, thank you for requesting and consideri
contact me at this email
current street address is

Sincerely

feel free to
I have moved, so my

September 7,2015

Joint Committee Member
Kathryn Podrebarac
Via email: kp@toughcounsel.com
Dear Joint Committee Member:
Thank you for your letter "The Joint Committee Wants to Hear from You" received August, 2015.
I appreciate the opportunity to provide information and input.
I am a 65 year-old male diagnosed with hemophilia at birth. Hemophiliacs are reliant on blood
products to sustain life. It was devastating news when I learned that I had contracted hepatitis C
from Blood I received in Canada in 1986 while using blood products to treat major and minor
bleeds.
Generally speaking, hemophiliacs have continued to suffer long after the Hepatitis C Settlement
was reached on June 15, 1999. Those of us with chronic hepatitis C experience lives that are
not only extremely challenging, but also unpredictable. It is also worthy to note that the mental
anguish and distress we feel does not diminish over time. Since receiving tainted blood, we
have been diagnosed with fibrosis and are at high risk for developing cirrhosis of the liver, liver
cancer andlor end-stage liver disease. I understand that research is beginning to show that
individuals fortunate enough to be cleared from the effects of the hepatitis C virus are
experiencing a higher level of mental impairment amongst those with this chronic infection.
Personally, I have completed two grueling and lengthy hepatitis treatment regimes since
contracting hepatitis C. The first treatment. completed in 2004. was unsuccessful and
necessitated a long and stressful waiting period while a new treatment protocol was developed.
This new protocol was not available to me until August 2013. I completed the year-long
treatment in July 2014. During both treatment periods, I experienced many Significant negative
side effects/symptoms including the following: extreme fatigue, anemia, short-term memory
issues, headaches, pyrexia, myalgia, rigors, insomnia, nausea, alopeCia, irritability, arthralgia,
anorexia, dermatitis, itching, depression, mood swings, and hypothyroidism. I have been unable
to work since starting the treatment in 2013.
It has been slightly more than one year since I completed the latest regime. I am pleased to
report that this treatment was successful; however, I continue to suffer significant symptoms on
a daily basis and I am coming to terms with the possibility that they may not diminish over time .

... 12

-2
In August 2015, I participated in an in-depth neuropsychological testing session and it was
reported that identified mental impairment and cognitive deficits are suspect of hepatic
dysfunction secondary to hepatitiS C.
Over the last several months, I have had four significant falls which were attributed to on-going
weakness from the 2013 hepatitis treatment regime. I am participating in a scheduled physical
therapy program to strengthen specific muscle groups. As well, I am now required to take
medications for hypothyroidism; another complication from the treatment.
In closing, I would like to say that hepatitis C is a life altering disease. Wrth or without the
antiviral approach, hepatitis C leaves hemophiliacs with lingering complications including (but
not limited to) the following:
• Negative impact on longevity, i.e., premature death;
• Morbidity, i.e., pain and impaired health-related quality of life; and
• Economic consequences, i.e., direct health care expenses and indirect costs related to lost
family income due to premature death or disability.
It is my recommendation that the Joint Committee appeal to the Courts for the surplus to be
returned to the group of Class Members and Family Class Members that have been afflicted
with hepatitis C. Individuals living with this chronic debilitating infection, and their families, are
most deserving of this payout.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue.

cc: Michel Savonitto info@savonitto.com
Harvey Strosberg a.c. hepc@strosbergco.com
J.J. Camp a.c. ijcamp@cfmlawyers.ca

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

o;:o'''t'',mn.",rOB, 201512:11 PM
lass Action
HepC Joint Committee

Harvey Strosberg Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6V4

Dear Mr. Strosberg,
who died in 2005
I am writing on behalf of the wife, children, step-children and grandchildren of _
subsequent to contracting Hepatitis C from a blood transfusion during heart surgery in Toronto. I am his step-son.
While we are grateful for the assistance we have received as a result of the Settlement Agreement, we would like to make
we think the settlement fell short.
a few comments on
_wife,
is still in good health at 96 years of age. She continues to live by herself in the apartment that
she shared
As the years have gone by, his assistance in maintaining their home is missed more and more.
Before he contracted Hepatitis C he was an extremely vigorous man and in excellent health (other than the emergency
heart condition which the surgery cured). He helped "regularly with household chores, transportation and shopping.
He also provided his wife with care and companionship which she has now missed for 10 years and will continue to miss.
We, the children and step-children, benefited from_warmth, compassion and care. It was distressing to see him
decline as a result of the disease although he mounted a brave and determined struggle. We have missed his enthusiasm
for our efforts and his dedication to and love for his children and step-children.
His grandchildren have missed out on the warmth and the joy that he showed for all of them. As the years have passed
they have become adults with many decisions and choices to make. They no doubt would have their grandfather's
guidance and support as he tried to help them.
We appreciate this opportunity to state again that the sickness and loss of our father, step-father, husband and
grandfather has been a very difficult experience which continues to have an impact as the years go by.
Yours truly,

1

To whom this may concern,
My name i s _ and I have received a letter requesting my input on how the
surplus for Hepatitis C should be dispersed. I personally feel that the immediate family members
of the deceased victims of Hepatitis C should be entitled to receive a portion of the surplus. In no
way will money replace the loved ones we lost but it can surely reduce stress in our lives. The
family members of victims of this disease are suffering and have been suffering due to failure to
screen the blood properly prior to transfusion. My time with my grandmother had come to an end
on the 25 th of November in the year 2010. She was a lovely woman who did not deserve the
symptoms suffered daily from this deadly and terminal illness. The times spent with her limited
the activities due to the constant fatigue, pain and swelling she had experienced. Due to whatever
the reason was for this contaminated transfusion whether it was negligence, inexperience, lack of
knowledge or pure laziness my family and I now celebrate birthdays, Christmas's and family get
together's without our Grandmother.
Secondly, I don't think the previous settlement was fair. The amount of money that was
granted was barely enough to make ends meet for a month. If a human life was worth that little
to the Hepatitis foundation then there are more questions that need to be answered. If you had the
chance to meet her, you yourself would realize the amount of heartache my family and I suffered
due to her early passing. Kindness and love was the only thing that flowed through her veins.
She never took her frustration and pain out on anybody and always rendered positive thoughts.
She always taught my family and I to live a positive life and never take it for granted. Through
her passing, it's quite clear that lives can lie in the hands of other people. We should be able to
trust that our health care professionals are experienced and knowledgeable in the field that they
practise in without making preventable errors that could cost or be detrimental to another human
being.
I hope this letter gets through to whoever is making this decision of the surplus.

Thanking you in advance,

1333251

September 9, 2015

VIA REGULAR MAIL

Harvey Strosberg Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg llP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, ON N9A 6V4

RE:

1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Agreement - Surplus Input FOR _ _

Dear Sir/Mam:
Please see attached my grandmother's letter regarding the input for the surplus. My
grandmother,
has had her new address updated already late last month.

Sincerely,

September 10, 2015
Attention: Hepatitis C Joint Committee:
I received your correspondence a little over a month ago asking for my input in regards to the
surplus monies that is currently in the Trust Fund. I was so overcome with anger that it has
taken me this long to sit down and actually write this letter.
My father
went for what we thought was routine surgery. Little did we know
that years later he would be advised that because he had that surgery, he was now going to die
because the Red Cross had knowingly given him contaminated blood. Our family was never the
same again. My dad was a go-getter; nothing could stop him; and even after he came to terms
with having this deadly diease, I think deep down he thought he could beat it. On October 27,
2010, Hepatitis C won and my father died after suffering for many years. In return for the Red
Cross murdering my father, I was given a cheque for just a little over $6,000.00 and in order to
cash this cheque, I had to sign papers stating that I would not ask for any further funds from
them.
Just last week on TV it was announced that a family would receive over six million dollars from
a police department for the accidental death of their family member. What the Red Cross did
to my father was no accident; they knowingly gave him contaminated blood, which in turn led
to his death. You ask me what I think you should do with the excess money? I'd like to ask you
what you think should be done with it? Is $6,000.00 all my dad was worth. I cannot believe
that correspondence like this is even sent to families. My mom is currently in a court battle
with this so called Committee as they refuse to pay her the monies that they stated they would
because the trust cannot afford to do so and then I get this letter advising of the $236 to $256
million surplus. Unbelievable! It seems the committee is more content to give the trust funds
to lawyers then to the the Family Class Members!
Compensate the families to the fullest extent for the murdering of their family member; that's
what I think you should do!

1334510
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SUTTS) STROSBERG LLP

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sunday. September 13.201510:14 PM
Hepatitis C Class Action
Hep C Letter to Joint Committee (Sep 12. 2015)

September 13. 2015
Email:

hepc@strosbergco.com

Mr. Harvey Strosberg, Q.C.
Sutts Strosberg LLB
Dear Sir:
The following information and documents refer to
/ Hep C claim # 1493.
Included is a note from
niece
in email format following this letter and and a
PDF hand written note from Ms.
files (attached) for your information.
I would first like to introduce to you my sister
She was 2 years older than I. I like to think that she looked after me in a "big sisterU
kind of way until 1989 and then I looked after her.
was a divorced independent women with a home. car and successful career.
We were best friends.
She was a special loving aunt to her niece, my daughter
was childless so she
was totally devoted to
...... was part of
life everyday. Sleepovers, cooking and
baking lessons were regular occurrences for them.
is now a mother herself and
unfortunately her son will only know
through stories and our memories of her.
loved music and had instruments at her home including an accordion and an electric
keyboard.
was the lucky recipient of these special fun music lessons with Dorothy.
I

favourite time of year was Christmas. At dinner, every year, without fail. she would
say "This is my favourite dinner!!n but you had to see her face and hear the happiness in
her voice to appreciate how she felt.
I miss that face.
and I had many wonderful times together. She was an easy person to be with.
shy until someone said the first "hellon then you couldn't stop her from talking.

She was

After a four month struggle
was finally released from Hamilton's St.
Joseph's Hospital in the fall of 1989. She suffered a brain infection caused by a severe
staph infection which left her with mental problems and short term memory loss. She lived
with my family until able to return to her home in Hamilton. Unfortunately in 1991. because
of her job loss and being unemployable because of this illness, she was unable to afford her
home and sadly had to sell. It was a very difficult time for her and her family at this time
because she was unable to enjoy the life she had planned for. Dorty then went to live with
our Father "Papa". He was happy for the companionship since our Mother had passed away in
1

1978 but it was difficult for a
again Darty was without a home.

se+ women to "go back home». Papa passed away in 1997 and

was my best friend. We shared every Saturday together. We chose
in
Hamilton as the best location for her to live because of its close proximity to St Joseph's
Hospital. As you can appreciate she had many Dr's appointments and emergencies. I would
drive to her apartment in Hamilton or bring her back to Burlington. She had lost her
driver's licence due to her illness so she really enjoyed our Saturday routine. She would
stay for dinner and I would drive her home. I looked after her finances and all her other
matters .. Because I worked at
I was always close by if any
emergencies should happen. Many times during the week I would have to go after work to make
sure she was ok or to drive her to the General Hospital or Dr's appointments. In loved doing
this. I know she would do the same for me.
On January 27, 2ees
called me at work. It was first thing in the morning 8 am. She
said she was in pain. A lot of pain. And she didn't know what to do. I told her to hang up
and call 911 right away and I would meet her St Joseph's. Prior to this call I had assumed
she had been feeling ok as she never informed me otherwise.
In Emergency she was fast-tracked through the paperwork and Dr. Goodacre, her Hep C
Specialist was by her side so very quickly. It was reassuring to know that he would be
looking after her.
surgery was scheduled as soon as they could get a team together
and that night she had her first surgery.
and I stayed with her until the moment they
wheeled her down the aisle. I will never forget her trying to look for us at the end of the
hall and saying
I'm so scared!» She had never called me
!
That was the last thing she ever said and it still makes me cry when I think about it.
never woke up after that first surgery. I know now that she was only being kept alive with
life support. Her second surgery was February 1, 2885. I have no idea why this was
performed. Not until February 5 when I questioned a different Dr did they say she was brain
dead. The next morning February 6, three days after her birthday,
J
my husband
and I
held her hands when the devices were turned off. She was gone within 3 minutes.
It is so unfair that we have lost
She was so loved by our family and despite her
illness never complained. She enjoyed life and loved our small family. She was deprived of
her life early and living with Hep C was a devastating experience. A great deal of time and
heartache was spent supporting her over the years but the heartache suffered now is felt much
more. She was my only sibling and both parents have passed. I feel lonely without her even
though I have my wonderful family. I will never forgive our Government for this horrendous
catastrophe.
I have two attachments. One is a letter from my daughter Sabra Hanham.
is from

The second attachment

I found the attached hand-written note in amongst her Hep C files. She was a diligent note
maker. As a result of her memory loss I suggested she write and date everything so she
wouldn't forget. I didn't realize she took me so seriously until after her death I found her
notes, all dated, all referring to her experiences dealing with Hep C. This is the only
undated note but I did want to share it with you.
I feel the money should be distributed to the survivors, if any, and their families. Only we
know the heartache that this preventable disease has caused. We remember the faces so scared
and of course knowing that there is no cure for many of them.
never had a chance.
Thank you to the Members of the Joint Committee for allowing the Hep C families to express
their very personal feelings.
Respectfully Submitted
2

From: "
To:
Subject:
letter ...
Date: September-13-15 12:84 PM
Our family lost a beautiful person. A woman who truly lived every moment of her life for
others. A daughter3 a sister 3 an aunt, who spent every moment of her life helping, caring
for, and doing everything she could to make the lives of those around her better.
She did this though, in the midst of terrible and horrendous pain. Pain which we watched her
endure every moment of everyday as she fought through a physical battle no one should have to
witness, let alone endure.
My aunt was a constant in my life from the moment I was born. She was my mothers best friend
and having no children of her own, spent her life making sure my life was filled with
everything she knew. Love, humour and music.
THIS is the woman I knew 3 and this is the woman I chose to remember.
What I wish I could forget, but know I never will, is what I had to watch her go through for
the last years of her young life.
Because of negligence which came from our medical system which is supposed to protect, my
beautiful Aunt
was wrongfully infected with a disease which in an extremely short
time took everything from her. And ultimately took my Aunt from my family. Something I know
should never have happened and something I or my family will never forgive.
Watching the person you love literally slip out of your life is a hard enough thing for
anyone to go through. But it becomes more maddening, hurtful and heartbreaking when you know
that this loss of a beautiful soul was something that could have been prevented. We watched a
strong beautiful woman become a mere shell of herself, forced to deal with indescribable pain
every single moment of her life once she had been unknowingly infected with diseased blood
during a "routine" blood transfusion. We put trust in a system that is there to protect us.
When we are sick, hospitals and doctors are supposed to make us better. In this case, it was
the hospital and healthcare system that ultimately killed my aunt, my moms sister and best
friend, and took from us the one thing that held our family together. For that I will never
forgive.
I will never get to see her smile again, I will never for to hear the laughter that my mother
and my aunt shared so naturally, and I will never be able to introduce my son to the woman I
believe helped shaped my life and taught my entire family the meaning of togetherness.
Sent from my iPhone
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Attn: Members of the Joint Committee
RE: 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement
In 1990, my g r a n d f a t h e r , _ was diagnosed with non A, non B, hepatitis
after he received a blood t~hospital. After seven years of declining health
and finally his death in 1996 at age 97, his family was told that he actually had contracted
hepatitis C, not A, not B as had been previously told his family. Prior to his receiving the
transfusion, he was an active 90 year old, walking 3 km daily and being a major contributor to
the well being of the home he shared with his wife, my grandmother. From 1990 until 1996, his
health declined significantly and he physically suffered extreme itching, bleeding, and insomnia.
Despite the numerous creams prescribed to alleviate the symptoms, there was really no relief.
During this time, he did not know what his illness was, and we were not told that he had Hep C
and it was only upon his death that we learned the diagnosis.
Our grandfather's illness put an immense strain on my grandmother and my parents and my
aunts and uncles. Our grandmother, in her late eighties at the time, made much effort to help our
grandfather with creaming his body, washing his clothes and running their household on their
own with no outside support. It was impossible. My mother and my aunts and one uncle, all
working full time, took turns making weekend trips to Cape Breton to help her.
I remember most when it was decided that my grandfather would come to live in my childhood
home with my parents while my grandmother lived with my uncle in Halifax. I remember vividly
the work my parents did to ensure that my grandfather was as comfortable as possible. My
mother, in particular, and my brother spent time assisting my grandfather with regular routine
habits; bathing, feeding, creaming his body, and helping him through the night when needed. I
remember that this put a lot of strain on my family, even though we all loved our grandfather.
Looking back, I feel angry and saddened because my grandfather was so healthy prior to this
diagnosis and I am so sure that he would have lived longer had it not been for this mistake that
was made. Further he was not ready to die he kept saying "I am getting better" and had had no
intention of dying as he was very active in his community in Cape Breton walking the beach,
playing the fiddle, participating in church parish community activities, and knowing the long
history of his life and family.
In light of this and the questions asked by the Joint Committee, I do not feel that my
grandmother, my mother, my aunts and uncle, and all of the grandchildren were sufficiently
compensated. Thank you for reading this letter and for pursuing just settlements for all.
Yours tru ly,

--.....

--------------------------------".,,~~--~-....



From:

gass Actjon

To:

Hepat!tls C

Sub~ect:

1986-1990 Hep C Settlement Agreement
Monday, September 14, 2015 3:42:34 PM

Date:

September, 14, 2015
Dear Mr. Harvey Strosberg Q.C,
I was diagnosed with Hepatitis C in 2010. Up until 2009 I had been working in Forestry
related work. I started to feel very tired all of a sudden and went to see my family doctor.
After extensive testing and many hospital visits I was told I had Hepatitis C and cirrosis of
the liver. I was told I would no longer be able to work.
I applied for the Hepatitis C Class action and was approved. I spent the next two years
waiting and worrying. My case finally went to court before receiving a settlement of
$316,467.07. I was told this would be a one time payout.
At the time I had to give up work I was just 53 years old.1 still had 12 years left to work. I
was making approx. $45,000 a year. The money I was paid out only averaged $26, 637 per
year. This is a lot less then I was use to making and living off. Plus I had to pay for all my
medical exspenses, the many trips to the hospital, medications, hotel stays because of
travel. This really ate into the sttlement payout.
Over the last two years I have been extremely sick. My wife and son whom I reside with had
to both take many days off work to care for me, arrange for me to get to appointments
because I was to sick and weak to take care of myself. It has been a very stressful time. The
emotional strain on all my family and the financial strain was extensive.
My b r o t h e r _ was also diagnosed with this terrible sickness and my whole family
was devastated when we lost him because of this horrible sickness.
I would like to be able to live out the rest of my days without having to worry about being
able to survive financialy; to not have to worry about paying bills and put food on the table.
My family has suffered so much. I suggest you take this surplus and pay it out to people like
me. People who need it to survive. I believe I deserve to live the rest of my life the best I
can with out the extra stress and worry financially.

My case file number is HC-11-21705
Sincerely,
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SOMe MeMories that had beeV\ 10V\fj buried.
I

aM writiV\fj this for

MotJt\er who lost

t~e

V\ow deceased> a devoted
oV\(y sov\

) V\ow deceased.J
J

t~at
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loved
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(oviV\fj wife of 30 years J for

sOV\J who just could br;V\g
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J

~iMse{f

to write

~is

~is daufj~ter.

This is our story.
My fat~er.J

.J better kV\owV\ as

feefiV\fj weft
~is

~;s

so called doctor seV\t

doctor weV\t OV\ vacatioV\J so

My Mother who always weV\t

asked

t~is

~e

wit~

~iM

J

~adV\'t

beeV\

for B:l.;l. shots. Luckily.J

was seV\t to aV\other doctor>
hiW\ to his appoiV\tMeV\ts

doctor if fjettiV\fj a secoV\d opiV\ioV\ was a good idea.

hoV\estiy doV\'t reMeW\ber how My dad got to HaW\iltov\ for
testiV\fj but I do reMeW\ber hiM sittiV\fj ov\ the edfje of ~is bed
tefliV\fj us he had caV\cer HodfjkiV\'s. Talk;V\g with Dr. fv1e!:Jer) we
J

kV\ew we could beat this. The best caV\cer to fjet) iF !:IOU

~ad

get caV\cer.
My MOW\ or I always weV\t with My dad to his treatW\eV\ts.,!

appoiV\tMeV\tJ everythiV\gJ he was V\ever afoV\e.
T~e

first treatW\eV\t seeMed to go welL but after we fjot hiM

to

hoVV\e., he wasV\'t right., soVV\ethiV\g was seriously wroV\g. We
rushed hiVV\ back to HaVV\f(toV\. He was haviV\g a reactioVl to the
cheVV\o) his blood had coV\gealed iV\ his body. The oV\{y so(utioV\
was a blood traVlSfusioVl. He didV\'t waV\.t it. We fought hiVV\
about it. We were told he would likely die that Vtight if he didVt't
have it. He fiV\.a{(y gave iV\ aVld had the traVlSfusioV\.. OVt(y to fiV\d
out years later that was the bag that would eveV\.tua((!:J kif( "'-;VV\.
That bag of blood that would seVtd hiVV\ though !:Jears of hell aV\d
sufferiV\g. He V\ever kV\ew which bag it was blAt I did. The bag.,
we talked hiVV\ iVtto. I wouldV\'t te(( you how I feel about that.
The doctors chaV\.ged his cheVV\o) blAt the secoV\d treatVV\eVtt he
stayed at the hospital. The saVV\e thiV\g happeV\.ed., VV\ore blood)
but he was a stroV\.g VV\aVt stitt aV\d he caVV\e through it. They
discovered it was the AgeVtt OraVtge that was the probleVV\ aV\.d
reVV\oved it froVV\ his cheVV\o. Would the cheVV\o stilf work) we
didYl't kYlow., the doctors didYl't kVtow. His treatlN\eYlt was a trial
at this poiYlt.
AgaiVtst the odds., the caYlcer was beateV\ theVt the Hep C showed
its ugly head a/oV\g with aV\. ;V\.fectioVt iV\ his eyes. I dOYl't kV\ow
the V\.aVV\e of it. He could oVlly see at V\ignt. I dOVl't eveYl kVlow if
it had a V\aVV\e. The doctors tried and tried to fiV\d soVV\eoV\e or
soVV\e orgaV\.izatioV\., sOlN\e cOlN\paV\.!:J to pafj for the IVlterferoV\. A)

----~.----.--------------------------------------------------------

but to no avaiL would it nave nelped) we witt never know. It was
not sOMetl-\;ng we cou'd pay for; we siMply did not nave tne
resources for it.
Over tl-\e years tl-\a,t followed) l-\e suffered) l-\e could fl\ot work
because of l-\is sigl-\t)

ne had to rely on l-\is wife to support l-\iW\)

being a very proud W\an and tl-\at played l-\eU witl-\ l-\iW\. BetweeV\
My W\OM aV\d Me) we paid the bilts and Made tl-\e best of it. He

was ;n HaMiftoV\ for Montl-\s at a tiMe and we would go up every
V\igl-\t to visit and take l-\;W\ out for coffee. We V\ever W\issed a
nigl-\t. She worked frOM 6aM-2pM and I l-\ad just gotten W\oV\ey
froW\ a car accident I nad been iV\ aV\d I worked part-tiMe. We
V\ever COMplained and neither did l-\e. It was What it was.
I

honestly dOfl\'t kV\ow how we paid for an!:jthing. I have v\o idea.

Spend;ng MoV\e!:j we didn't l-\ave on gas) parking) and W\eats etc.
Dad l-\ad to go on welfare} tnen disability. We just l-\ad to keep
l-\iW\ l-\appYJ we didn't know now long l-\e nad and we did tne best
we could.
I try to

find the good in tnis. For Me) with tne countless trips to

HaMilton for doctors' appoiV\tW\eV\ts aV\d treatMeV\ts} I got to
know My father as a fr;eV\d) as an adult. I wa,sn.'t his little girl
anYMore; t was his caregiver) nis confidant. I never would Mve

had that tiMe with hiW\. if he hadn't gotten sick. I always got
a(ong with Wly parents. (aWl glad I was there to help theWl; I
have no regrets about that.
But in the end" he had had enough) after the cir-r-hosis took overJ
after- the toxins had gone to his brain and he had stopped aU
treatMent. He passed on NoveMber 20.1

l.QQ3

at 4:25 pM with

his favorite doctor with hiM. MOM and I were in the hatL

I

couldn't leave her alone and f couldn't be with hiW\.J if I knew he
stayed one Wlore W\.inute because of Wle ( could not have fived
with that. He as aU curfed up he hadn't spoken in a weekJ not
.I

the iMage I needed to reMeMber.
SOJ there was MoW\. and

I"

to pick up tlt\e pieces and W\.ove on.

My dad (eft no will., so f settled everything J his fife insurance
didn't pay frOM his work because he died in the wr-ong Month.
His other- insurance poUcy paid but it was only seven thousand J
but to find out if he had died sooner" they would have paid fr-oM
W\.e to finish college. Did I Mention I had to drop out after M!:J
first year to care for M!:J father? Just sOMetlt\ing else I had to do.
We had a funer-at to pay for" rent) buts J credit cards. I went into

a deep depr-ession. t It\ad no one to car-e for- and I was lost. I
honestly didn't know wlt\at to do. After- six Wlonths and a swift
kick frOM My MOVV\J I found a job and went back to wor-k. My

liV\0liV\ afl\d I actuall!::J bought a sliV\a{{ house. It was cheaper thafl\
refl\t afl\d { had liV\!::J ifl\surafl\ce liV\Ofl\e!::J for the dowfl\ pa!::JlMefl\t. We
lMade it work.

WelL it wasfl\'t a !::Jear after liV\!::J dad died that I caliV\e hOliV\e to
fifl\d liV\!::J lMother Ofl\ the floor of the kitchefl\ with the phofl\e ifl\ her
hafl\d.} she was havifl\g a liV\ajor heart attack. For SOliV\e reasofl\
afl\d I aliV\ glad.} she survived. Three hits with the paddles afl\d
SOliV\e afl\ti-coagu/ate) she pu(fed through.

Was it the stress of the !::Jears of liV\!::J father's if{fI\ess) listefl\ifl\g to
hiliV\ cr!::J at fl\Ight (that we fl\ever liV\efl\tiofl\ed).} watch;fI\g hiliV\
waste awa!::J.} becolMifl\g weaker afl\d weaker that cOfl\tributed to
her heart attack.} we dOfl\'t kfl\ow. SO) ifl\ the !::Jears that foUowed r
took care of her afl\d liV\!::J Qrafl\dliV\other the best that [ coufd.
The!::J died withifl\ 36 da!::Js of each other"
ifl\ liV\!::J arliV\S an.d

Ma!::J :1-3.} 20:1-0

JUfl\e 8.} ;20:1-0. The!::J are both buried

with liV\!::J father.
I wou {d like to liV\eet the persofl\ that liV\ade the dedsiofl\ to get

blood FrolM the US Prisofl\ S!::JsteliV\. (would like to look at that
face. That is what the fad!::J told W\e froliV\ the Red Cross when.
she cOfl\firW\ed that is where W\!::J father got the first bag of blood
froW\ an.d that it was tain.ted.

If it wast\'t for that ot\e ba9 of blood.1 W\!:J father could stiff be
afive today. His W\other fived to q4 at\d he star has a brother
at\d a sister that are livit\9.
Was the W\ot\ey et\ou9h for the faW\iUes? I dOt\lt thit\k so. Was it

en.ou91tl for the victiW\5? (don.'t thit\k so. Like what was said it\
the web cast.1 there is V\O other way to coW\peV\sate peop(e.1 we
caV\'t cure the Hep C at\d we caV\'t briV\9 people back. The W\oV\ey
did help My Mother because she could v\o IOV\ger work after her
heart attacks but was it en.ou9k No. Was ( fully cOMpensated
for title (oss of W\y father) No.? His Mother.l No. His SOt\.1 No.
Writin9 this I shed a (ot of tears. I have tried over the years not

be aV\9ry and n.ot to blaMe other frOM what had happened to
My paret\ts but there is btaWle. It is with the Red Cross.1 our
heafth systeW\ and our QovernMen.t and the!:J should pa!:J. Dad
did t\ot get Hep C frOM a tattoo or lifestyle; he didt\'t get
Cirrhosis of th.e fiver froWl alcohol. He got it frOM the Red Cross.,
our health s!:JsteW\ an.d our QoveY'V\W\eV\t.
That one bag of blood; that was W\eant to save h.is fife.

.----~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing in reference to your request in regards to the surplus money in the Trust
Fund with the 1986-1990 Hepatitus C. Settlement. I first would like to express my
personal feelings and how this tragic experience has affected me and my family. There is
a deep sense of grief and sadness at the loss of my grandfather. He was only 54 years
old. I was his only grandchild and from what I have been told by family members he was
very proud of me and that I was named after him. I was too young to know at the time
what happened to him. Now at the age of 25 and married with a young child of my own
my aunt felt it was time for me to know the truth about the cause of his death.
Throughout my years growing up I did have questions about where he was and what
happened to him. Now when I find out his life was cut short from the tainted blood that
was administered to him I feel a greater loss since the reason for his death could have
been prevented. I dwell now on the memories of what could have been for him and me.
In all the years that have passed I could have had an awesome relationship with him. He
could have watched me grow and we could have enjoyed going places and doing things
together but all that has been taken away from me. Then I am sad when I look at my
baby girl and realize he has also missed out on watching her grow. His life was cut short
and how unfortunate he was taken away from us so soon. I know there are many others
that have suffered from the loss of a loved one through this tragic mishap and my heart
goes out to them as well. Money can't replace all those lost years or bring my
grandfather back but I feel in my heart if he were to know today that I and other family
members were compensated in some way then his death was not in vain. So through all
of this being said I believe it is only in the best interest of all Class Members and Family
Class Members to receive the surplus money. I thank you for your attention to this
matter.

Yours Sincerely,

{is) ~~~UVl~ {ru

\Ill

SEP 1 5 2015

lid)

SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP
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Shelley L. Woodrich

~0155:19PM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hepatitis C Class Action
Hep C Compensation

Dear Mr. Strosberg and members of the Joint Committee.
You've requested input as
I'm writing to you regarding the death of my Mother,
to how surplus funding should be allocated, and our mily would like to make a proposal.
Considering how little the initial payment was, compared to a typical wrongful death suit, we propose a two
million dollar payment to the estate of my late mother, to be divide among our family as we see fit.
Furthermore, we would agree to wave all future loss of support payments of any type from the Trust Fund and
to be removed from the Family Class Members list. We would consider the case settled at that point.
Thank you in advance for your time and efforts.
Sincerely,
and Family.
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--------------------From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

jjcamp@cfmlawyers.ca; Hepatitis C Class Action; info@savonitto.com;
kp@toughcounsel.com
hepc8690 surplus

Joint Committee Members
1.J. Camp Q.C.
Camp Fiorante Matthews Mogerman
Michel Savonitto
Savonitto & Ass. Inc.
Harvey Strosberg Q.C.
Kathryn Podrebarac
Podrebarac Barristers Professional Corporation
To The Joint Committee
Following the meeting on August 25 2015, with regards to the 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement
Agreement Surplus, we strongly feel the surplus should accept late applications and redistribute
the surplus of money using the original formula to the Class Members and the Family Class Members
as it was original intended.

Youtube Video Click HERE

1

From:
To:

Hepatitis C Class Action

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, September 22, 20159:58:37 PM

Re: Hepatitis C Clam #: 7522"'"

September 22, 2015
The Joint Committee,
Harvey Strosberg

Q.c.

Suits Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4

hepc@strosbergco.com

We are writing to you in reference to a
letter we received regarding surplus in
the Hepatitis C Claim and how it should
be used.
We feel that this money should be paid
out to the families to compensate for
their losses.
In our situation _
lost
everything she ~o her
medical condition. The cost of her
medications and many trips to the
doctors, forced her to re-mortgage her
house which was paid for. She could
not afford to keep up with her life
insurance policies and in return she left
nothing but debt to her family when
she passed. Un paid bills included:
credit cards, pharmacy bills, gas bills,
car repair, Wells Fargo (re-mortgage)
ecL. and no life insurance to cover cost
of funeral or accumulated expenses
that followed.

At the time we were unaware that there
was a~pensation for our family
when _
passed. We gathered the
information needed and submitted it as
it was given to us.
We believe the surplus should be paid
out to the families with claims such as
ours. No family should ever have to go
through the pain and suffering our
family had to experience.
Family # 7522
Sincerely,

From:
To:

Hepatitis C Class Agipn

Subject:
Date:

Fwd: Hepatitis C Clam # 7522• •_
Tuesday, September 22, 20159:49:49 PM

September 22, 2015
The Joint Committee,
Harvey Strosberg Q.c.
Suits Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4

hepc@strosbergco.com

We are writing to you in reference to a letter we received
regarding surplus in the Hepatitis C Claim and how it should
be used.
We feel that this money should be paid out to the families to
compensate for their losses.
In our situation _
lost everything she owned due to
her medical con~ost of her medications and many
trips to the doctors, forced her to re-mortgage her house
which was paid for. She could not afford to keep up with her
life insurance policies and in return she left nothing but debt
to her family when she passed. Un paid bills included: credit
cards, pharmacy bills, gas bills, car repair, Wells Fargo (re
mortgage) ect... and no life insurance to cover cost of funeral
or accumulated expenses that followed.
At the time we were unaware that there was any
compensation for our family when _
passed. We
gathered the information needed aii'dSlibmitted it as it was
given to us.
We believe the surplus should be paid out to the families with
claims such as ours. No family should ever have to go
through the pain and suffering our family had to experience.

Family # 7522
Sincerely,

Harvey Strosberg, Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg LlP
600 - 251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, ON
N9A 6V4
Telephone: 1-866-228-0073
Email: hepc@strosbergco.com
RE: 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement - Disposition of Surplus
Reference: Written correspondence from 1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Joint Committee post
marked August 4, 2015
Attention: Joint Committee Member
As I understand it, the Joint Committee and the federal government have identified a surplus in the
1986-1990 Hepatitis C Settlement Trust Fund estimated at between $236 and $256 million. It is also my
understanding that the Joint Committee, of which you are a Sitting member, have applied to the courts
to have all or part of the surplus allocated in favor of the Class Members and Family Class Members.
The letter requests that I, as a Class Member, provide input regarding the disposition of this surplus.
I believe that the intention and spirit of the original settlement and associated trust fund was and is
intended to both compensate and support the affected class members over the course of their lifetimes
and subsequently to their dependants after their death. At the time of the original settlement, I had
been asymptomatic. However, I have recently been diagnosed with liver cancer (hepatocellular
carcinoma), which has been attributed to Hep C. I am now more fully aware of the impact this has had
on my quality of life and the burden this disease has placed on my family. I also was not aware of the
availability of additional funding as my disease progressed and continues to progress. Perhaps other
class members and their families are also unaware.
It would be my contention and recommendation that the surplus be allocated to the Class Members or
Class Member Families and that these funds NOT be retained in the trust fund and NOT returned to the
Federal government or any other competing body or organization.
Furthermore, I would request that surplus amounts allocated to Class Members/ Family Class Members
be provided as a lump sum payment based on disease level in keeping with the original settlement.

Respectfully

1338911

{6) ~CC~UV1~
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Sept.21/2015

Suns, STROSBERG LLP

Members of the joint committee, I am writing this letter today to
express my opinion as to what should happen with the 236 million
dollar surplus from the class action hepatitis c suit. My family joined
this suit after my grandfather died of the disease, and the years after,
while the law suit was in court, were a struggle both emotionally I and
financially for them. It is my opinion, and, since all initial claims have
been satisified, that any surplus money should be divided equally
among the surviving members of the class action suit. Sincerely,_

-

Sept.27/2015

Members of the joint committee, I am writing this letter today to
express my opinion as to what should happen with the 236 million
dollar surplus from the class action hepatitis c suit. My family joined
this suit after my grandfather died of the disease, and the years after,
while the law suit was in court, were a struggle both emotionally, and
financially for them. It is my opinion, and, since all initial claims have
been satisified, that any surplus money should be divided equally
among the surviving members of the class action suit. Sincerely,_

-

Sept.27/2015

Members of the joint committee, I am writing this letter today to
express my opinion as to what should happen with the 236 million
dollar surplus from the class action hepatitis c suit. My familyand I
joined this suit after my father died of the disease, and the years after,
while the law suit was in court, were a struggle both emotionally, and
financially. It is my opinion, and, since all initial claims have been
satisified, that any surplus money should be divided equally among the
surviving members of the class action suit. Sincerely,

suns, STROSBERG LLP

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

HepatitiS C Class Action
FW: Hepatitis C Final Copy
Monday, September 28, 2015 8:32:25 PM
Mins Medical zip

The Joint Committee,

September 28, 2015

Harvey Strosberg Q.c.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4
hepc@strosbergco.com

We are writing to you in reference to a letter we received regarding surplus in
the Hepatitis C Claim and how it should be used.
We feel that this money should be paid out to the families to compensate for
their losses.
In our situation _

lost everything she owned due to her medical

condition. The cost of her medications and many trips to the doctors, forced her
to re-mortgage her house which was paid for. She could not afford to keep up
with her life insurance policies and in return she left nothing but debt to her
family when she passed. Un paid bills included: credit cards, pharmacy bills, gas
bills, car repair, Wells Fargo (re-mortgage) ecL. and no life insurance to cover
cost of funeral or accumulated expenses that followed.
At the time we were unaware that there was any compensation for our family
when _

passed. Attached is the letter to the doctor requesting medical

forms needed to submit such a claim as well as the response we received from
her doctor five months later.
We believe the surplus should be paid out to the families with claims such as
ours. No family should ever have to go through the pain and suffering our
family had to experience.
Family # 7522

1

-

Sincerely,

June 7,2010

Dr. Park Parry

We have recently been contacted by the Hepatitis C claims centre with
regards to updating Medical in/ormation ofour Mother and your former patient
Mrs~f Dresden. It is their belief that a follow up is necessary to
complete her file.
Her Medical records have been requested as well as the accompanying
forms be /il/ed in and completed. Upon Moms passing, Dr. Brisban had said to us
that the complications she had incured, were most likely due to the Hepatitis
condition she had contracted through the tainted blood transfusion. We
respectfUlly ask for your assistance in this matter at your earliest convenience.
As a family we do appreciate everything that you were able to do in the

care ofour mother, she thought very highly ofyou and your staff. We do realize it
will not be an easy task as some time passed and we will pay the fees that will
incur. Please call
when complete and we will pick up the
documents.
Thank You

1341156

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, September 28, 20152:26 PM
kp@toughcounsel.com; Harvey T. Strosberg Q.C.; jjcamp@cfmlawyers.ca;
info@savonitto.com
Hep c claimant

Good morning,
My name is
and I am claimant # 4675 Hep c only goes to level 6. At
level 6, you have received a transplant. I would like to tell you about why I believe there
should be a level 7 & 8.
Level 7 is comatose
Level 8 is recovering from being comatose
Dr Lilly at Toronto General Hospital in Toronto knows me very well and calls me his worst
case ever. You see, they use what they call a MEL score to try and figure out how long your
body can go before you need a transplant. Well, it didn't work for me. They left me too long
and I ended up in a sepsis coma for many months. When I woke up, I was completely paralyzed.
Every muscle in my body had atrophied. I couldn't move, talk, blink ...... nothing. My brain
was damaged too. I couldn't remember very much at all. Friends would come and see me and I
wouldn't know them. I knew my family, but many memories were gone. I was in horrific pain and
I couldn't speak to tell anyone.
You will no doubt read my file, but what myself and my family went through and what I pulled
myself out of, now 8 yrs later, is not in that file. All of my Dr's look at me and tell me
"you shouldn't be here,you should be dead". Dr Lilly says it was my husbands drive and not
taking no for an answer when the Dr's didn't want to waste a liver on someone that had "0"
chance of living. I was in multiple organ failure at the time. They called my family members
in at least 3 times and notified them that It was doubtful I'd make it through the night. He
stopped listening after the 3rd time. He would say, "you don't know her, she's strong and she
has a lot of people praying for her. It was our faith in God that kept him going.
I was like a newborn baby. Even had a diaper on and I was 49 yrs old. Had to learn to talk,
hold a spoon, spell again and yes, I tried my darnedest to walk. I was on dialysis when I
woke up and told I would be on it the rest of my life. Hal I was off it before I came homel I
Abe nerve damage, mostly on the right side of my body and when I woke up, both of my feet had
what is called drop foot. My poor feet had atrophied so badly that laying in bed my toes were
flat on the mattress and I couldn't lift them up back into normal position.such pain ........ .
Silent pain ...•.....•.
I was in hospitals a good part of a year and finally signed myself out of St John's rehab
hospital, because I couldn't take it anymore. They kept trying to straighten my leg and make
me lie straight on a mat. So much pain ............. Come to find out after I convinced my
family Dr to take an X-ray of my hip, that I had another rare event happen while in the coma.
It's called heterotrophic oxiffication where muscle turns into bone. They found it in my hip
and then about a year later in my back. Then, in 2010 to top it off, they found a brain tumor
that had calcified while I was in the coma ...... .
I'm better now!
NOW, 8 years later, I'm missing a vital muscle in my back so I cannot retain my weight from
the waist up, but with the help of 2 canes I can walk a little bit! I mostly use a walker
around the house and a scooter outside to walk my dogs in the good months. Winter is hard. My
brain tumor is dormant so far, my feet still do not work, but I can drive a car. I still have
a hard time remembering many things, so I take notes or set alarms. My husband still loves me
and I've been told that many marriages do not make it through such ordeals. They had me on
addictive drugs and I've gotten myself off of everyone of them by my self. I'm still in pain,
but I can manage it with meditation. I have trouble with depression sometimes, but my furry
friends make up for all the human friends I have lost. So life is good.

I would like to tell you that when we call the Hep c administration staff, they are mostly
very helpful. Joan, who has since retired, went out of her way to both listen and help us out
all she could. Usually returning our call within a day. I have nothing but praise for the
admin personnel.
My problem is, I am now disabled and there is now guideline or allowance for disabilities in
the class action suite. No ones fault, but it needs to be amended and addressed. Please, I'm
not asking you to give me a big lump sum, like I believe a lot of people were hoping for when
they heard there was a surplus. My husband had a very good job working 13 yrs for a company
in Tampa Florida. He was let go because we could not move back to head office because of my
illness. We now live on his odd job and what Hep c gives us monthly. He is my caregiver and
this takes much of his time now. We were paying for a personal trainer to come and work with
me because Dr Lilly said I was putting on too much weight and needed to get it off. Being
immobile, it's very hard to stay fit. My trainer was a great help and i lost 14lbs in 9
months! Plus, something spectacular was happening! She was pushing me harder then any of my
physiotherapist's ever had. She was the one that had me try 2 canes and walk! I was walking!
Bit by bit, I was walking a little further and further! Finally spring came and she had me
outside and I could walk a kilometer! Me! I couId do it! I might need to sit on my fanny 4-5
times but I walked a kilometer! Then when I phoned hep c to see why they wouldn't approve my
trainers fees, they said it wasn't in there guidelines. She was $50 an hour ......... we
couldn't afford her any longer. I gave up and crawled back into my hole ...... Slowly, I
gained back all my weight. Then I got a letter in the mail from you and hope came trickling
back in.
All I ask, is that you review my claim for more aid due to my disability, a direct cause of
hepatitis "C"
Thank you so very much and I know after listening to Katherine at the Hamilton meeting, that
you will continue to take excellent care of us and our settlement moneys!
Keep up the good work,
God bless you
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From:

To:
Date:
Attachments:

Hepatitis C Class Action
Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:22:04 PM
Hepc (3) dog

This is scribed by
Thank you,
Mrs.

daughter of

September 23, 2015

Re:_
My husband,

HepC Committee

died at the age 64 in 2000. Since then I have lived

alone as a widow. I have received "Loss of Service" over the years and my last payment
being January 2016. I have received a lump sum each year but it is not equal to a
husband bringing home a monthly salary. I am now 80 and found over the years
financially difficult to make ends meet. With cost of living increasing, medical costs,
prescriptions dental expenses, I am finding it very challenging to live and maybe forced
to move from my townhome.
Please consider me as candidate for extra payments as it would be most helpful in my
senior years.

Yours truly,
Mrs.

1342333

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

Hepatitis C Class Actions
Sunday, October 04, 2015 10:22:58 AM

Claims Request

Estate, I want to register aq Claim for
his death from Hepatitis C.
& possible outcome for our loss.

QUESTIONS & GUIDANCE

-----------"-------------------------

---~-... -~.~-.--..

Briefing Notes Relating To The Hepatitis C 8690 Class Action Settlement: September 25,2015

I,
• • • • • • • • • • make the following
statement with regard to the Hepatitis C 1986 1990 Class Action Settlement:

Date of signature October 06, 2015

I,
concur with and have assisted in the preparation of the following statement with regard to the
Hepatitis C 1986 1990 Class Action Settlement:

Date of signature October 06, 2015

Without Prejudice.
Issues:
1. The Settlement, as it exists, is deficient in a number of crucial areas. Before any surplus
funds are disbursed, such as a scheme to split the funds amongst the current claimants, I
strongly believe that there are a number of outstanding issues that must be resolved. In my
opinion any surplus and currently existing funds should be used to rectify the plan by
providing the following benefits retroactively and ongoing and improving the fairness to
those that have been further victimized by the inherent settlement inequalities:
1.1. Pension plans, similar to those available to the gainfully employed, should be available
to the surviving victims.
1.2. Dental plans, similar to those available to the gainfully employed, should be available to
the surviving victims.

1.3. Medical plans, similar to those available to the gainfully employed, should be available
to the surviving victims.
104. Retroactive Canada Pension Plan contributions as per the deductions made over the
course of the compensation period or in some way adjusted through the establishment of
a separate pension fund to provide for the victims in the retirement phase of their life.
1.5. It is imperative that an adjustment to the compensation be instituted, such that a level of
fairness is applied across the range of victims, because there is a disparity in
compensation that exists amongst the class members. It is discriminatory that my life,
happiness and future be considered worth so much less than somebody else, just because
they have had better timing with their infection; thus, had the opportunity to develop
their career, get an education and live up to their potential before being reduced both
physically and emotionally.
1.6. There needs to be consideration and compensation for the impact on family members.
Impact on family members is not addressed in any way whatsoever, but there has been a
devastating loss in my family and I suspect several other victims lives as well.
1.7. Loss of income by family members, due to the time invested in care required by the
victim, travel and expense associated with attendance at medical appointments and delay
in career path development is not compensated until the victim is at a disease level 6.
We, and a number of others who elucidated their situations at the recent meeting on Aug
25 2015, have experienced considerable financial distress long before disease level 6.
2. The settlement as it currently exists clearly discriminates against mothers who elected to
raise their children.
2.1. The settlement language provides for university students or those infected prior to the
age of eighteen to receive the Average Industrial Wage, but I would ask why mothers
have been left out of this section? It is a well-known fact that career delays caused by
motherhood have lead to difficult and discriminatory outcomes for women's career
development and my question is specifically why would a university student be
compensated for a lifestyle choice while a mother is penalized for a natural consequence

of being human?
2.2. The fund categorically discriminates against mothers, to the extent that this may be
elevated to a human rights issue. It is typical that mothers who were working on
contract employment and raising children have not had three years of full time
contiguous employment. In order to qualify for loss of wages, I had to use three years
from my very first employment years 1978, 1979, 1980, before I became a mother. I did
not get the chance to develop a career because as soon as my children were in school I
started getting very sick, so just when I should have been back to full time employment I
was debilitated by the rapid onset of the infection. An undeniable and verifiable pattern
developed - I would secure full time employment but would have to be let go because I

physically could not continue, there were numerous occasions when I was carried from
work to emergency.
3. There are two instances of considerable significance where the Administrator has requested
information from a doctor who has either refused or outright lied.
3.1. The first situation is with regard to the ongoing episodic vomiting that I have
experienced since the onset of the disease, which had a deleterious impact on my dental
health leading to ruined teeth and gums. This significant health issue must be resolved
quickly as it affects the overall level of my well-being.
3.2. With regard to the intense vomiting, I experienced from the onset of the disease.
3.2.1. My symptoms developed rapidly within about one year of the surgery that was the
source of the transfusion. I suffered numerous symptoms including gastrointestinal
distress associated with vomiting on an episodic basis. Episodes varied in length
from about a week to several months, during which time I experienced vomiting and
diarrhea on a daily basis, occurring mUltiple times a day. Because of this repeated
acidic attack, my tooth enamel eroded and the health of my gums was reduced,
leaving me in a state necessarily requiring a complete dental replacement. My
dental surgeon advised me that, given the state of my health, the most suitable
option in my case, and in the long term a less expensive choice, would be dental
implants on both my upper and lower jaw, providing me continued dental health and
higher quality of life on into the future. This is not optional or cosmetic surgery, the
ability to eat a proper meal is very high on the list of important activities associated
with good health and long life. Since this was caused directly as a result of being
infected with Hepatitis C, I approached the administrator to provide funding for my
dental replacement. I did not have these symptoms prior to my infection, they arose
along with the other symptoms at the time of the onset of the disease.
3.2.2. It is clear to me that, if an ongoing parade of TV commercials are broadcast to
warn of the dangers of the acidity of fruit juice to tooth enamel, then a never ending
barrage of stomach acid would certainly have an even greater impact due to the

higher degree of acidity or lower pH level. Fruit juice has a pH 3.5 while stomach
acid has a pH 0.8 to 2. This dental erosion is commonly seen in people suffering
from bulimia nervosa who purposefully induce vomiting on a regular basis as part
of their illness. The acid content of the stomach which comes into contact with the
enamel erodes and damages the teeth. The digestive enzymes in vomit also damage
the gums, which leads to significant dental complications.
3.2.3. I brought this situation to the attention of the Administrator and indicated that
since it is directly related to my disease and since the symptom has appeared every
year on the Treating Physicians Form that I would expect to be compensated for the
replacement of my teeth. I was instructed the Administrators office to obtain a letter
from Dr. Marotta explaining the effects of vomiting on my teeth.

I argued that I had not seen Dr. Marotta since I completed the interferon treatment
(now fifteen years ago) and that Dr. Marotta is not a dental surgeon. In addition, he
has made it clear that he does not want to provide any further medical or legal
paperwork. I argued that Dr. M. Dube, who has overseen the Aids and Hepatitis C
clinics in Sudbury, and has been my Treating Physician for the duration is the
physician who can verify the observations. I was told that I had to obtain a letter
from Dr. Marotta because he was the physician who initially prescribed my
treatment.
3.2.4. I attended an appointment with Dr. Marotta to explain my issue. He was arrogant
and dismissive in demeanor and chose to avoid providing any of the requested
opinions regarding my vomiting condition, despite the fact that he had recorded this
condition in an earlier consultation. Instead, he decided to glorify his treatment
regime by providing a short letter to the administrator, despite my specific
instructions that he not do so because it was not germane and may only complicate
the issue, which contained fallacious data regarding my condition, to the extent I am
forced to wonder if he was reading the file of another patient entirely.
3.3. This is the first example of how the information requested by the administrator places
the victim between an intractable administrator and an uncooperative physician leaving
the victim helpless and alone.
4. The second disturbing administrator-patient-physician interaction is a case of similar
repugnance, where again I was advised by Joan of the Administrator's office that J should be
assessed at Disease level 5, due to the ongoing listing of thrombocytopenia on my Treating
Physicians Form.
4.1. Once again, I had my Treating Physician, Dr. M. Dube fill out the form. He did so based
on my clinical information from several prior appointments I have had with him over the
last fifteen years; during which time he has had the opportunity to make his own
observations and record this clinical data in my file.
4.2. The form was returned with a yellow zip line on the section requesting a report from a
gastroenterologist, hepatologist or internist.
4.3. I called and spoke with Mathew of the Administrator's office to ask if I could have a
guideline as to what would be required in the report since I am not a patient of any of
these specialists. He refused, and in fact, when I pressed that an email or letter would be
very helpful to bring to the specialist, he became indignant and provided no such advice
or information.
4.4. After a year, I finally managed to get an appointment with Dr. Tilbe in Sudbury. He
became obsessed with issues other than my ongoing thrombocytopenia, but did
eventually write a letter (available: Dr. Tilbe letter of June 26, 2014) that had absolutely
nothing to do with the request that I made in the initial appointment. It appears to me

that Dr. Tilbe is not concerned with considering my medical history in order to make a
proper medical diagnosis.
4.4.1. I asked my Treating Physician, Dr. Dube to arrange an appointment with another
gastroenterologist and we selected Dr. H. Boudreau, but she sent a letter back to Dr.
Dube stating that I had a gastroenterologist and she was shredding my appointment
request.
4.4.2. I attended another appointment with Dr. Titbe, to explain again that the
Administrator has requested that I get a report from a gastroenterologist regarding a
specific assessment relating to the thrombocytopenia condition that has persisted
since my interferon treatment. This time I recorded my conversation with him,
because I have reached a point of disgust with the behavior of the specialists I have
had to depend on over the course of this disease (see section 5). He did eventually
come to realize that I was actually already a class member and that the reason for
this appointment was for him to look at my clinical history, which resides in Dr.
Dube's records, to make remarks pertaining to the reason for my persisting
thrombocytopenia.
4.4.3. I would think that if, my thrombocytopenia began as a result of the treatment and
persisted thereafter, then a causal relationship exists between the treatment and the
onset of thrombocytopenia (available: Dr. Marotta letter of November 27, 2001),
which is then directly related to the Hepatitis C. Although Dr. Tilbe did agree that
this would be the case during my consultation, he wrote a letter (available: Dr. Tilbe
letter of June 02, 2015), which I obtained a copy of from my Treating Physician Dr.
Dube, that can only be described as misleading, juvenile and unprofessional I was
aghast at the language and lack of any reasonable assessment of my clinical history.
He did not access my file and did not pay attention to the several statements that I
made with respect to the reason for the appointment.
4.4.4. Dr. Tilbe is in no way interested in discussing a patient-Administrator issue, is
less interested in looking at fifteen years of information to assist a patient with a
legal matter and it appears as though he is especially obsessed with refusing to
provide any medical assessment or information relating to funding from the
settlement.
5. I had a very rapid onset of symptoms and debilitation due to the transfusion.
5.1. I was taken to emergency quite a number of times at the onset of symptoms, which
resulted in a diagnosis of "there is something wrong with your liver".
5.2. Upon receipt of a letter from the Red Cross April 21, 1993, saying that I had Hepatitis C
and should consult a doctor, My family physician Dr. M. O. Yankowski booked me in
with a specialist, but a repeated pattern emerged:
5.2.1. Get appointment with gastroenterologist;
5.2.2. Attend tests proscribed by gastroenterologist;

5.2.3. Attend a second appointment to discuss test results with gastroenterologist;
5.2.4. Receive notice that the gastroenterologist has left Sudbury.
5.3. This pattern was repeated four times and it took about eight years to finally get treatment
from a visiting gastroenterologist, Dr. Marotta. Upon completion of half of the
treatment, I experienced severe side-effects to the medication, to the extent that Monique
(Dr. Marotta's assistant) called me urgently to ask if I had taken my injection, she said
" ... if you take your next needle, it might kill you." I was taken off the treatment and
apparently upon completion of their treatment Dr. Marotta no longer wants to see
patients.
5.4. A pattern emerged during the meeting on August 25, 20] 5 as the attendees stated their
cases. It was repeated several times that their Father, Mother, Spouse or other family
member had died in the early 1990' s or those that survived had experienced severe
symptoms in the same very short time frame.
5.5. Although anecdotal, these stories are a good representation of an issue that I believe the
doctors have not embraced. At the time the settlement was crafted, the epidemiology of
the disease was a rather long, slow onset after initial infection from a small amount of
virus.
5.6. The main difficulty arising from this is the lack of understanding of how this has
affected the family, long before the advanced stages of the disease are finally reached.
The amount of care and loss of income, family interaction and natural love and affection
is much greater than perhaps realized at the time.
6. The current level of compensation I receive is based on my early career employment because
this was the only time that I was able to find three contiguous years of earned wages. This is
due to the fact that I was a stay-at-home mother, working contract employment, until my
children were school aged. It was exactly at that point that the rapid onset of the symptoms
and debilitating effects of the disease took over, preventing me from furthering my career.
6.1. Notwithstanding the remarks in 2, 2.1 and 2.2, this has in effect forced me to live at an
entry level wage, the poverty level, throughout my entire lifetime because the cost of
living allowances do not take into account the fact that the position I held included:
6.1.1. A full pension with a substantial contribution from the employer.
6.1.2. A dental plan that would even extend to immediate family.
6.1.3. Pharmacological coverage that would extend to my immediate family.
6.1.4. Long term disability coverage.
6.1.5. Contributions to the Canada Pension Plan.
6.2. The specific job that my settlement claim is based on is currently garnermg
approximately $50,000 a year plus all aforementioned benefits. Therefore, on the
balance of probability, had I continued in the same position, without taking into account
any increase in education or advancement from that position to higher positions with the

same employer, I would be earning twice what I receIve from this settlement not
including the ancillary benefits and pensions listed in 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.1.4 and 6.1.5.
6.2.1. I have had several discussions with Mathew from the Administrator's office
regarding the wage I would be making if I stayed at that level (Prov. Gov. Clerk 2).
The result of these conversations was that I should provide information that shows
what the earnings would be had I been in that position at present and any other
information that supports the fact that my earning potential would have been greater
than the current poverty level I am forced to live within.
6.2.1.1. I acquired the necessary information as per Mathew's request:
6.2.1.1.1. Confirmation of my full time status with the government, which my
claim is based on, from the records department of the Provincial govt.
6.2.1.1.2. Government job postings that were equivalent to the position that I
held stating the pay scale for that job.
6.2.1.1.3. https:llwww.gojobs.gov.on.calJobs.aspx (see Clerk 2 Positions)
6.2.1.2. I was advised to acquire this information, but upon presenting it to Matthew,
he verbally invalidated my argument and obstinately refused, despite repeated
requests, to provide any of these numerous objections to me in writing.
Although I followed his directions and provided the requested documentation
proving that, based on a balance of probability, I would be making a higher
wage; he unilaterally decreed in a phone conversation that I did not qualify. I
provided the proof that I was a full time employee and that the same position
that my claim was based upon included all of the items in section 6.2. He
claimed that my argument is invalid because I was not working at that job
when I got sick. This made no sense to me. I asked for his refusal in writing
and again received nothing. It is unacceptable to me that Mathew is able make
unilateral determinations pertaining to my claim without actually following
some sort of protocol.
7. The situation with regard to the victim reaching retirement age and suddenly being subjected

to a substantial reduction in income is likely to lead to victims being forced from their homes
or unable to afford care required to survive to the age they would have otherwise lived.
7.1. It is tremendously troubling that there has been no allotment of the total settlement fund
allocated to a sensible pension plan for survivors. If the settlement truly is a
compensation for loss of income, it would logically follow that part of that prospective
income, would have been contributing into the Canada Pension Plan. It is tremendously
unusual that the deduction is made from the level of compensation paid, that is, the
compensation is reduced by the amount that would be paid to the Canada Pension Plan,
but the funds are not paid into the Canada Pension Plan on behalf of the victim.

7.1.1 There was no notification to me that the deductions were not being paid into
the Canada Pension Plan; 1 naturally assumed the deductions were being
responsibly allocated. I only found out recently that this was not the case.
7.2. You must rectify this issue, with payments made retroactively to reflect the state that the
victim would be in at present had those funds been placed in the pension at each of the
years that compensation has been received. I did not claw myself back to the land of the
living only to live out the twilight of my life in abject poverty worse than the poverty
that I am experiencing during what should have been my most productive years.
8. Dental care is an important aspect of health and well-being.
8.1. 1 am confused as to why a dental plan is normally available to those who are gainfully
employed, yet as class members, we are not provided with a dental plan as part of the
loss of income package.
8.2. The loss of income compensation in my case is essentially at the poverty level and any
extraneous expenditure weighs heavily on my overall financial position. In other words,
I have to make decisions such as buy food or have the teeth to eat it, a rather awkward
set of choices.
8.3. The position that my compensation is based upon included a dental plan that would also
extend to my children and husband. The lack of such a plan has been the cause of
significant stress, financial hardship and has affected my overall health, as I have not
been able to acquire the dental care I need in a timely manner.
8.4. Further exacerbating my situation is the information outlined in 3.2.3
9. Rapid onset of symptoms and high degree of damage in the short term, as is evidenced by the
numerous statements made during the meeting on August 25, 2015 and my personal
experience (see sections 5.4, 5.5. and 5.6) although anecdotal, seem to point to death or
serious dehilitating disease occurring in a very short timeframe, compared to what was
considered the typical disease progression of several decades, until the manifestation of
symptoms and disease.
9.1. This situation requires some revisiting to assess the family loss and possible career
delays that may have occurred as a result of a mother, wife, husband, father, or other
family member depended upon or expected to be available to be relied on is suddenly
incapacitated to the extent that they become a draw on the temporal and financial
resources of the family.
9.1.1. In my personal situation, it can be argued that my lack of income during that
time is directly related to the loss of our family home, which can only be
described as a family tragedy that has a lasting effect.
9.1.2. Since r was only able to be awake for 3 hrs to 4 hrs per day, my husband was
obliged to travel from London, Ontario to Sudbury, Ontario on a weekly basis.
This was during his studies for a PhD in physics. The interference with his
commitments to the program of study caused considerable stress and the travel

was time consuming and expensive. Eventually he was required to take a leave
of absence for medical reasons in order to provide the support to me, feed the
children and assist with the settlement submissions as per the agreement as it
was presented.
9.1.2.1.
Unfortunately, the agreement as presented was subject to delays and the
approved medical leave, that was originally for one term, was extended to one
year. When he attempted to return to his studies he was not welcome due to
the delays in progress that his, officially approved leave, had caused in the
research of his supervisors.
9.1.2.2.
The delay in career path is devastating for the individual, costly in terms
of lifetime income and the individual may never be able to reach the full
potential that would have been realized had they been able to graduate at the
time they would have done without the delay.
9.1.2.3.
In the interim, the living standards have had a significantly affect and as
such have an enduring effect on the children's psychological well being. My
children were afraid and confused. They thought that their mother was dying
and they were terrified. They were also hurt and confused by the assertion of
most people that Hepatitis C is a disease of intravenous drug users.
10. Social stigma
10.1. The first thing that the administrator said to me was "how do we know you're not an
intravenous drug user" and when I expressed my astonishment at that statement she
then said well you could have caught it from a toothbrush.
10.2. As my disease was disclosed to friends, they systematically became more and more
distant until they were all gone. I have had people in social situations refuse publically
to shake my hand because they were afraid that they would catch Hepatitis C.
10.3. In addition, not knowing whether the blood transfusion came from a prison inmate is
extremely unsettling.
10.4. This stereotyping has engendered a disturbing classification of myself and other
claimants as 'unclean' or somehow of a reduced class and status which has had a
degenerative impact on my own self esteem and well being.
11. Throughout this lengthy and onerous process, the Administrator has been nothing but an
obstacle, obstinately fixated on reduction of assistance and categorically unhelpful; this is not
an isolated incident or an individual personal experience.
11.1. Numerous conversations with other attendees following the meeting on August
25, 2015 followed a nearly identical theme: the particulars of which always revolved
around the lack of support provided to the sick and ailing or to families of those who
have lost their battle.
12. Why are the claimants in the Class isolated? There should be a means by which the class
members can communicate in a general manner through a website or bulletin board with the

option for them to decide if they wish to share their personal contact information with
another member put in place to allow for communication between affected persons. This
would facilitate the exchange of information and may in fact be supportive for many of the
victims.

1343864

Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Wednesday, October 07,20159:01 PM
Hepatitis C Class Action
1986 -1990 Hept. C settlement

Mr. Strosberg,
I am not sure if this is the right department or not but I will give it a try. I am a Family Class member (7), a
daughter of a man who passed away due to receiving tainted blood. Our family was part of the settlement.
We received information of the Joint Committee Sessions this summer too late, as most of our family are no
longer at the addresses you have. Is there a way or a place to provide address and information updates?
Thank you for your help in this matter. We would like to be kept up to date as to the decisions regarding the
trust fund.
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

_,201511:59AM
Hepatitis C Class Action
RE: Claim 1179
image2aOec4.JPG

Hopefully you can direct this email to somebody involved in paying for the new Hep C
medicines. Currently my Canadian Red Cross Tainted Blood HepC has risen from Level 3 to Level
5 scary stuff. Now as I die a little bit more each day .. Hep-C compensation and SunLife
Insurance are "debating" who will pay for the drug while i sit at home stressed beyond
measure. In my view Hep C compensation should pay for Harvoni .. get the drug into me .. then
fight with sunlife over who pays. This paperwork is destroying my faith. For the victims
following behind me •• somebody/anybody needs to Step UP .• think of me .. the victim ... and get me
this drug •. that i ~o take already suffering from so many other health
problems sincerly IIIIIIIIIIIIIII claim 1179
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Shelley L. Woodrich
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PM
Hepatitis C Class Action
LETTER #2 RE:--1986-1990 HEP C SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TRUST FUND SURPLUS

Importance:

High

To:

Harvey Strosberg, Q.C.
Sutts Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario, N9A 6V4
Dear Sir,
This letter is in response to the Confidential letter
I received from the Joint Committee concerning the
huge SURPLUS of an estimated $236 million to $256
million in the HepC Settlement fund. I have several
concerns about various areas of the settlement that
fall short. There are far too many shortcomings in how
these funds are being administered, and about how
victims of the Contaminated-Blood Scandal of 86/90
are being treated, and have been treated over the years.
However, rather than produce a "manifesto", I will
focus here, for obvious reasons, on one main policy
only, and its disastrous two-fold effects which have
affected me most unfairly, and which have been
extremely injurious to n1y physical and emotional
health and well-being, as well as to the well-being of
my loving family.
As an aside, I must insert here that I wish that I
had a podium from which to more fully speak my truth
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and my opinions. If I were to be fortunate enough to
be granted such a podium, I would then find myself in
a position to speak strongly to various other critical
issues, and not find myself feeling the need to restrict
my focus to one crucial issue only, given the
circumstances of this being an e-mail letter that will
obviously be better presented and accepted with a
single-focus only.
The particular policy I refer to above as my
particular, and singular, focus in this letter is that of
HepC /86/90 being declared as the "Last Payee", a
policy---actually an "escape-clause", as it turns out(!)
-which is highly deleterious to the victims that the
Settlement fund is supposedly here to serve in various
ways: ... for example, by assisting with providing
much-needed information, assisting with funding
options, helping with the various difficult processes
that victims have to had to go through and endure, and
to compensate for damages done to these victims,
FAR too many of them who, after suffering for years,
are now dead!! Unthinkable!!!
And yes, we have been victimized, and traumatized, AND we are all
trying our ultimate best to become Survivors! ---We are victims who
unknowingly received transfusions of contaminated blood from within a
medical system in which we, as patients, had had to place our trust and
our faith, ---and as a result, we have each been forced to bear the many
damages done and caused by the unthinkable actions, and
unconscionable NON-actions, of the Canadian Blood Agency
"personnel", --AND-- quite frankly, what amounted to outright
CRIMINAL NEGLECT by the Canadian Blood Agency.
I, myself, am a victim of a contaminated blood transfusion that I was
given in Dec.l98, blood which, unbeknownst to me, was contaminated
with the HepC virus.--This evil virus was quiet for years, but I began to
become suspicious of its beginning to act up three or four years ago.---
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Then the disastrous and traumatic events happened during the summer
of2014.--- I was diagnosed with liver cancer, hepatocellular cancer, four
tumors, caused by the HepC virus which 1 had contracted in Dec.l98
through having been given a contaminated blood transfusion. I had
major surgery (successful) on Oct. 15,2014, but 1 spent more than two
months in hospital, and much longer in recovery. My cancer was found
to be potentially invasive, unfortunately.--Just shortly afterwards, while 1
was still recovering, 1 suffered a recurrence in March, 2015.--
Unfortunately, surgery was not an option this time.---I had an extremely
tricky, and highly risky, RF A procedure, one that had been devised and
done only once before in all of Canada! !! --Fortunately for me, it appears
to have been successful, except that the 3-mo.-follow-up CTScan shows
four nodules, too small to be characterized a this point.---Ifthey remain
too small, that's a good thing for me!-- But if they grow, I'm in serious
trouble once again, and 1 might not even make it through this time.--I
won't be able to receive any information for a full three months when 1
have yet another CTScan. All of this waiting is extremely hard,
emotionally and physically. It takes a huge toll on myself, my husband,
and my entire family.
Prior to all of this, I was an active, vibrant, energetic woman who
was deeply and actively involved within my social network of friends
and colleagues, within my community here in Kingston, and within my
wonderful and fun-loving family, also all living here in Kingston.
Now on to my concerns about the HepC funds:-----A major concern
is the completely unfair policy declaring the HEPC86/90 Settlement
Fund as the "last payee" .----1 believe this to be completely unfair.---It is
a policy that denies victims their rights to quick and easy reimbursement
and compensation.---Not only that, this policy is dangerous to the health
and recovery of HepC-86/90 victims. I will refer here to myself and to
my case, in particular.--Case in point here is that I had worked extremely
hard for hours and hours on end to go through all of the red tape with
HepC-86/90 in order to get their approval for a 12-week course of
Harvoni treatment, the new drug which my doctor had prescribed in
order to cure my HepC. (Note:---A 12-week course cost approximately
$80,000! !)---After a couple of months of red-tape, I finally did get my
approval from HepC-86/90, and was ready to get started on this highly
successful treatment, which would not only cure my HepC, but also
remove my risk ofyet another recurrence of my liver cancer! However,
I received a major blow just before HepC-86/90 signed the final papers
for me to get started and to receive my much-needed reimbursement for
the high cost ofHarvoni treatment. The blow to which I refer is that the
Ontario government finally decided that they were possibly going to start
covering Harvoni through the ODB. Of course, this was great for all
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those HepC sufferers who had no other insurance coverage! !----But it
was certainly not great for me, personally, given my particular situation,
having just recently received my final approval for reimbursement from
hepC-86/90, and ready to start my treatment upon my medication
delivery within a few days. The horrible blow for me was that even
though the government had not yet made a FIRM decision concerning
coverage, HepC-86/90 immediately, and without even notifYing me
personally, removed themselves from any and all responsibility for
reimbursement of the $80,000 cost of my treatment, and dropped me like
a hot potato, denying any responsibility whatsoever for reimbursing me
as promised. They justified this removal of my right to coverage by
citing their legal "out" of declaring themselves as the "last payee"----
meaning that, therefore, if there was ANY chance WHATSOEVER that
I might somehow be able to get Harvoni paid for through a different
insurance source, that HepC-86/90, as the "last payee", would therefore
now be denying me their previously promised reimbursement.
The disastrous, two-fold effects resulting from this highly unfair "last
payee" policy were twofold:

........... ( # 1) ...it took so long to nlake it through all of

the new Ont. governnlent, "special committee"
bureaucratic red-tape for approval of acceptance into
their program that I had to wait MONTHS longer
before I finally was issued ODB coverage approval,
and even at that, I was initially only approved for 2/3
of the treatment which had been prescribed by my
doctor! So to drag out the approval process even
longer yet, I had to go through yet another mess of
completely tangled-up red-tape, and spend more time
waiting desperately to get started on my curative
Harvoni treatment to which I had long ago been
entitled, and then ultimately denied(! !) by HepC
86/90L. HepC-86/90 cheated me out of what was
rightfully mine, and out of months of nly life---
perhaps even much more, as you will read below in
(#2) .
........... (#2) ... The second absolutely, and utterly
disastrous part of this two-fold effect was that during
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this long drawn-out, and completely unfair process of
trying to get the treatment that I was rightfully entitled
to, I suffered a recurrence of my liver cancer! ---
Hepatocellular cancer ---which was caused by the very
HepC virus for which I had been so unfairly denied
my prescribed curative Harvoni treatment, my
previous approval having been withdrawn and
reimbursement denied by the HepC 86/90 Settlement
Fund using its "last-payee" policy as an escape route.
And the "pay-off" for me??---The horrifically
disastrous consequence of being diagnosed with a
recurrence of the dreaded hepatocellular cancer in my
liver! with the result that I again had to wait
MONTHS before I could begin the Harvoni which
would cure my Hep C, and remove the future cancer
risk!! --Why the wait this time?--Because I had to wait
for the special RFA procedure to be developed, and
then go through the procedure, another stay in
hospital, followed by a recovery period until I could
again become well enough to undertake the course of
Harvoni treatment which, BY RIGHTS, I ought to
have been able to have fully and successfully
completed LONG BEFORE my recurrence! !--Had the
HepC-/86-90 process unfolded properly, and
FAIRL Y, on my behalf, I would have ALREADY
completed my 12-week Harvoni treatment, and the
odds are very high that I would NOT have suffered
that recurrence at all,nor would I have had to undergo
the risky procedures that I had to suffer through in the
spring of this year!
Is it any wonder now that there is now a huge
SURPLUS of $236 million to $256 million??! !--That
"Last Payee" escape clause certainly did "save" the
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"Settlement Fund" a huge bundle of money! !-
However, I sincerely believe that this policy, as well
as others not being discussed here, also contributed to
the unthinkable number of eventual deaths of innocent
victims, and unbearable pain for so many families,
parents and children, who had to watch their loved
ones endure years of suffering, and then lose them
again when they eventually succumbed and died .
....... Simply NOT FAIR, in any sense of the word!!!
In conclusion, I respectfully submit that it is my
strong opinion that a full three-quarters (3/4) of the
current "surplus" should be allocated in favor ofHep
C-/86/90 Class Members as compensation for having
been forced to suffer needlessly, through no fault of
their own, and who have had to continue to endure this
travesty ofjustice for far too many years, ---and that
the remaining one-quarter (1/4) should be allocated to
family members who have lost loved ones who have
suffered and died as a result of the contaminated
blood transfusions of /86-/90.

Respectfully yours,
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The Joint Committee,
Harvey Strosberg Q.C.
Suits Strosberg LLP
600-251 Goyeau Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V4

Date:

SUTTS, STROSBERG LLP
hepc@strosbergco.com
We are writing to you in reference to a letter we received regarding surplus in
the Hepatitis C Claim and how it should be used.
"
We feel that this money sho~t to the' families to compensate for
their losses. In our situation _ l o s t everything she owned due to
her medical condition. The cost of her medications and many trips to the
doctors, forced her to re-mortgage her house which was paid for. She could
not afford to keep up with her life insurance policies and in return she left
nothing but debt to her family when she passed. Un paid bills included: credit
cards, pharmacy bills, gas bills, car repair, Wells Fargo (re-mortgage) ect••.
and no life insurance to cover cost of funeral or accumulated expenses that
followed.
At the time we were unaware that there was any compensation for our family
when _
passed.
'
We believe the surplus should be paid out to the families with claims such as
ours. No family should ever have to go through the pain and suffering our
family had to experience.

